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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT IN HIGH SPEED 

VLSI CIRCUITS 
 
 
 

Recent changes in the technology market demand faster turnaround of the design, and as 

a result, designers struggle to meet performance requirements under prohibitively expensive non-

recurring engineering (NRE) costs. Increasing costs for the design, validation, and time to market 

are some of the most pressing issues for next generation microprocessor systems. Custom versus 

synthesis VLSI circuit design has been a lively debate for the last decade. However, the ever-

increasing cost of designs in large-scale projects is becoming a bottleneck to the industry, thus, 

the wind is blowing strongly in favor of synthesis, especially when the modern synthesis engines 

are becoming more and more sophisticated in closing timing, completing routings, avoiding 

congestions and better interface with all the backend tools. Custom design advocates will argue 

that the last pico-second and milli-watts cannot be left on the table, but the reality is, they need to 

get over this mentality in favor of cost, time to market, and ability to adopt the last minute-

change of the design. 

As the industry moves into the next generation of microprocessor design, it faces growing 

complexity in device scaling, supporting algorithm, and time to market. The need for 

customization has never been greater to address specific needs for customers. Building a 

complex microprocessor system is complicated and time consuming. Thus, circuit designers 

need to face the reality and move forward for more automation in the design cycles. While the 

past generations of microprocessors had more custom circuit design to meet tighter cycle time 
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battle, more startups and IC companies are trying to design by moving towards common 

synthesizable design methodology, and in most cases, sacrificing the desired speed in favor of 

new functionality.  

Needless to say, improving the synthesis methodology as an alternative to the custom 

circuit design is gaining high momentum in the industry because the custom design most often 

needs hand crafted schematics and layout design which are overwhelmingly time consuming 

requiring as high as 2-4 times development time to the synthesis. However, the key point is to 

stay within a similar area and power budget, and yet cut significant time to development cycle of 

the design. Study shows, with the help of advanced Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tool 

capabilities i.e. advanced algorithm for timing, power and congestion-mitigation, the synthesis-

based-design is increasing by about 30% relative to its predecessor.  

With the goal of mitigating the rising cost of designing custom macros and eliminating 

the limitation of the usages of smaller Random Logic Macros (RLM), in this dissertation, it is 

intended to work on a methodology and algorithm development that will enable the industry to 

synthesize custom and RLM macros into bigger macro, Multi-Million Logic Gate Synthesis 

(MMLGS), to improve the Physical Design (PD) resource efficiency. Additionally, MMLGS 

methodology most often requires embedded IP or custom components, which may require 

different power supply rail(s) and (or) sync-async clocking interface(s). One of the popular 

timing methodologies is to share positive slack across the latches to ease the timing burden from 

one cycle to another, thereby closing time-challenged and architecturally critical paths. Similarly, 

multi-power supplies are used in design to either dynamically control part of the circuits or 

statically isolate a portion of the logic to different power islands to control the total power 

consumptions of the chip. In a custom circuit design, designers carefully hand craft gates to 
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support these multi-clock and multi-power domains, satisfying the timing and methodology 

requirements. However, in a high-speed synthesis design environment, designers struggle to 

make sure multi-clock and multi-power interfaces are designed, placed, connected, and timed 

correctly. Identifying and applying the proper timing constraints such as “no cycle stealing” at 

synchronous and asynchronous (sync-async) domain interfaces in synthesis, unit, and chip 

timing, are of the essence. Even though some of these concepts are available now and were used 

in the past but they have very limited application to the custom design methodology only.  

As the synthesis methodology for MMLGS is being developed, work in this dissertation 

will also include developing algorithms and design methodologies for multi-power and multi-

clock domains to take advantage of slack sharing across all hierarchies of the chip design. The 

developed algorithm and methodology will: 1) improve physical design resource efficiency; 2) 

improve performance by sharing unused slacks efficiently at appropriate design hierarchies; 3) 

improve logic optimization by collapsing smaller macro boundaries; and 4) enable correct 

placement and connectivity of logic-gates in multi-power domain. Upon successful 

implementation of the design methodology approach for MMLGS with multi-power and multi-

clock, these designs need to be functionally verified for different input stimuli at different 

frequencies. At the same time, the design must comply with all backend tools such as noise, 

electro-migration, timing, and of course all PD verification tools such as DRC, LVS, and YLD 

etc. to demonstrate electrical and physical feasibility of the design.  

Overall, a synthesis based physical design methodology using soft hierarchy, interior pin 

placement, pre-placing critical logic, post-routing techniques, has been developed and proposed 

in this dissertation. The effectiveness of the proposed design methodology is illustrated using a 

very time and area challenged unit, the level-2 cache (L2 cache) unit.  Additional synthesis based 
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physical design algorithms and methodologies have been developed for level translators at multi-

voltage domains and slack sharing at sync-async interface paths at all level of PD hierarchies. 

Proposed design methodologies show how slack sharing can be an advantage to ease timing, and 

yet avoid potential meta-stability in the circuit. The developed methodology can save significant 

number of physical design resources because millions of gates can be packed in a synthesizable 

macro even in multi-clock and power domain instead of designing those macros individually in 

high-cost design flow.  By adopting the proposed MMLGS methodology along with multi- 

voltage and clock approach in synthesis and timing methodology, development costs can be cut 

by about 50%, which is substantially significant PD resource savings in high-cost VLSI circuit 

design. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 
 
 

In high-speed microprocessor design, the most concerning issue is product design and 

verification costs. One direction that industry has attempted, with the goal of mitigating the 

rising costs of per-application designs, is to move toward with synthesis instead of custom 

design, because in custom design, major re-engineering is required when moving from one 

technology/design point to the next. Thus, the focus is to find a design methodology to shorten 

the design cycle and lower development costs.  

In the past 20 years, microprocessors technology has experienced    improvements    in 

circuit    integration    and    microprocessor   throughput.   The   technology   has   grown   

rapidly due to transistor speed, energy scaling and core micro architecture advances powered by 

Moore’s law.  In every generation (two years), transistor density has doubled as their dimensions 

have been reduced by 30% (shrinking their area 50%), and circuits have become 40% faster 

increasing the whole system performance [1].   However, due   to   the battery   capacity and chip 

reliability (heat dissipation limits), power consumption has been one of the key limiting factors 

for performance scaling in the single-core microprocessor technology. In   the   past   decade, 

multi-core   microprocessors   have   become the major design trend.  Limits in instruction level 

parallelism (ILP) and power dissipation constraints have triggered the high-performance 

microprocessor roadmap to enter the multi-core era, starting from the high-end server processors 

and moving to the low-end hand-held mobile device processors.  A multi-core micro architecture 

provided an effective alternative to improve throughput performance of parallel programs while 

keeping power consumption under the control. To improve efficiency, single-thread performance 
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was sacrificed and instead multiple cores were joined on a single chip when more transistors 

became available [2].  The more threads accommodated in the application set, the more efficient 

the processors became [3-4].  Recently the typical pattern   among   multi-core   CPU   products   

is to keep the number of cores constant within a generation and double the number of transistors 

within each core [5]. By exploiting Moore’s Law to replicate cores, multi-core   architectures   

increased computational performance.  However, there is no real benefit if the software has no 

parallelism [6]. Fig. 1.1 is an illustration of the microprocessor roadmap for industry leaders 

(IBM, Intel and AMD) from technology to technology over the past 12 years in order to cope 

with increasing demand for on and off chip performance including new functions within 

reasonable power and manufacturing cost. 

 

Fig. 1.1: Microprocessor road map of IBM, Intel and AMD [7-9]. 
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Fig. 1.2: IBM’s POWER microprocessor delivery roadmap [7]. 

 

Fig. 1.3: Intel’s technology roadmap for microprocessor design [8]. 
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Fig. 1.2 shows IBM’s delivery of high performing POWER microprocessors enabling 

multi-thread core, bigger on and off-chip cache and higher IO bandwidth [7]. Similarly, Fig. 1.3 

shows the technology roadmap for Intel enabling high performing process technology which 

allows to pack billions of transistors on a single die within reasonable power envelop [8]. To 

support the ever-increasing demand for delivering high performance microprocessor in 2-3 years 

within a reasonable power and cost envelope, industry leaders are moving towards mostly 

automated synthesizable design with multi-clock and multi-power design methodology. In the 

current state-of-the-art design methodology for microprocessor, macros (generally within same 

power or clock domain) are built, timed and integrated at higher level of design hierarchy, called 

unit, to make the design constraints. However, these macro boundaries can be collapsed and 

turn-around-time (TAT) of current synthesis methodology can be improved even further for 

better physical design efficiency, sharing of unused slack and better logic optimization in multi-

power and multi-clock domain. 

In this dissertation, a Multi-Million Logic Gate Synthesis (MMLGS) design methodology 

is presented. The proposed design methodology differs from the methodologies used in the 

existing designs with four distinctive features:  

• it allows to build a macro that is 2-3 times bigger in transistor count than what is 

currently done in the industry by using techniques such as soft-hierarchy, multi-

VT insertion, interior pin and preplacing critical logic gates, 

• it saves around 50% physical design resources (engineering man-month) due to 

higher degree of automation in MMLGS, otherwise traditional flow would require 

more circuit design, unit timing and integration resources, 
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•  it allows designers to share unused slack safely in multi-clock domain to close 

timing critical paths effectively, and  

• it enables designers to place and connect logic gates to proper power supply in 

multi-power domain design automatically and more optimally. 

 The proposed design methodology explains step-by-step of the physical design flow and 

shows how the development cycle and custom circuit design resources can be cut down by about 

50% and yet maintain the same design quality. With the proposed design flow, the timing and 

integration resources can be eliminated in some cases, which are needed in today’s design 

methodology to deliver high quality routed and timing closed unit to the chip. Synthesis-based 

design methodology can also improve power, area and timing efficiency by looking at the logic 

gates and drive strength across the macro boundaries. The presented data show how localized 

macro congestion can be resolved by sharing routing layer resources with a unit or chip.  While 

the synthesis-based design methodology for MMLGS is proposed in this dissertation, it is also 

shown how techniques such as pre-routing, pre-placement, and a “soft hierarchy” (SH) can be 

used as aids to resolve critical timing and routing issues that are most often encountered [10]. 

Similarly, out-of-phase clock and multi-voltage are two major requirements as more and 

more functions are bundled on the chip to deliver high performing circuits within a reasonable 

power envelope. In high speed microprocessor design, multi-clock, multi-voltage usages, and 

slack sharing methodologies are very common in custom circuit design areas, but in automated 

synthesis design flow, these methodologies need to be analyzed, understood, and implemented in 

such a way that backend toolsets understand timing and implementation checks. Designers 

generally apply the tricks of stealing time from the next cycle if there is available slack. 

However, sharing slacks cannot be done between out-of-phase clocks because the likelihood of 
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metastability increases at synchronous and asynchronous boundaries, and can cause an unstable 

state in circuits. Similarly, signals crossing from one voltage domain to another must be 

interfaced through the level shifter buffer which appropriately shifts the signal levels. Design of 

a suitable level shifter is a challenging job. Application of multi-voltage can be classified as: 1) 

Static Voltage Scaling, 2) Multi-level Voltage Scaling, 3) Dynamic Voltage and Frequency 

Scaling, and 4) Adaptive Voltage Scaling. These requirements of multi-voltage should be taken 

into consideration during physical implementation of the electronic circuits. Recent trends in 

physical design methodology show a big shift toward MMLGS for design productivity and time 

to market. MMLGS design most often requires embedded IP or custom components, such as 

arrays, inside the macros that may require different supply rail or sync-async interfaces [11].  

In this dissertation, timing algorithm and synthesis methodology for MMLGS have been 

developed and proposed for sync-async interface logic, allowing cycle stealing across all 

hierarchies of the chip design. Also, design interfaces for multi-voltage have been analyzed and 

methodologies have been proposed to support the algorithms in automated MMLGS design flow. 

The proposed design methodology provides new paths for closing timing while shortening the 

design time. Developed synthesis and timing flow allow designers to share unused slack safely in 

multi-clock domain and automatically place and connect logic gates to the proper power supply 

in multi-power domain design. Compared to the baseline experiment, the experimental results 

show that physical design development costs can be cut by about 50% using the developed 

design flow. 
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Chapter 2 

Overview of Existing Synthesis Methodology 
 
 
 

The technology market demands faster turnaround of IC design, and designers struggle to 

meet performance requirements as shown in Fig. 2.1. The microprocessor design industry has 

seen increasing costs for the design, validation, and time to market for the last decade. Past 

generations of microprocessors had more custom circuit design to meet the tighter cycle time 

battles. However, to meet the demand for shorter turnaround time, synthesizable design 

methodologies are preferred in most cases, sacrificing the desired speed of the chip in favor of 

new functionality and time to market. 

 

Fig. 2.1: Microprocessor trend data for 35 years [12]. 
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To meet the design constraints such as area, timing and power, custom macros most often 

need hand crafted schematics and layout design which are overwhelmingly time consuming and 

thus requires as high as four times development time compared to synthesis flows. In general, 

custom circuit and layout designer must plan every detail including the physical placement of 

design up front. One of the problems with custom design approach is to incorporate any late 

design change which may sometimes cause a rip-up off previously built and timed macro. In a 

full or semi-custom design flow, bug fixes and late changes in the design most often become 

very expensive in terms of turnaround time. Unit like level-2 cache (L2 cache) would have more 

than 50 physical partitions and thus require more man power to comply with late logic change 

requests. To overcome these limitations, current industry trend shows a big shift towards 

synthesis based design flow. While this dissertation is based on work done in MMLGS and its 

requirements to deal with sync-async and multi-voltage interface, basic synthesis flow, tool and 

methodology will be discussed in this chapter to lay down a good foundation for the research 

topic of this dissertation. 

2.1 Synthesis in Today’s VLSI Design 

Synthesis is very popular in the ASIC world due to its low efforts and faster turnaround 

time. The leaders in VLSI circuit design, such as IBM, Intel, and AMD are moving towards 

synthesizable design at a faster pace, where most of the designs are done in ASIC methodology 

and synthesis tools are being used extensively. Fig. 2.2 shows the relationship between design 

effort and the level of customization for different circuit design styles [13] that justifies the need 

for synthesizable design. The major advantages of synthesis-based methodology can be 

summarized as follows:  

• Automatic logic to schematic translation 
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Fig. 2.2: Macro customization vs design effort [13]. 

• Reduced design cost because of faster turnaround 

• Easy to incorporate last minute design change and 

• No manual layout design is needed 

Synthesis has been widely used in the past in developing random logic macros in high 

latency domain. However, with recent development in EDA tools such as congestion [14-15], 

timing [16], and noise [17-18] aware router, a fully automated solution provides adequate results 

with much shorter Turn Around Time (TAT) and improved Quality of Results (QoR). Thus, 

more and more complex units are being designed with more synthesized macro as technology 

industries move from one technology to the next. Fig. 2.3 shows how macro design methodology 

is changing from custom to hybrid (mixed of custom and synthesis) to RLM (Random Logic 

Macro) to LBS (Large Block Synthesis) methodology over the last six generations of 

microprocessor design for an IBM’s L2 cache unit [13]. As the use of automated synthesis 

design flows gains popularity, better understanding of tools’ behavior under different input 
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Fig. 2.3: IBM’s L2 cache macro design methodology trend [13]. 

constraints is crucial to successful outcomes. The final design quality of synthesized macros 

using modern synthesis tools can be very sensitive to inputs and design constraints given by the 

designers. The quality of inputs and design constraints of synthesis tool need to be carefully 

examined to achieve desired outcomes.  Similarly, to use this synthesis tool (including timing 

aware placement and routing and post-processing automated tools) wisely and intelligently, 

designers must understand the design flow, placement of critical logic, and in some cases, wiring 

to solve timing and congestions of the design. Thus, before diving deep into MMLGS, basic 

synthesis flow is discussed in this chapter with examples and illustrations. 

2.2   Inputs to Synthesis Tools 

To have synthesis tools to deliver intended results, it typically requires at least three user 

defined inputs and these are:  

• HDL (Hardware Description Language) or functional logic  

• Physical abstract information about the target macro, i.e. a physical bounding box  
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that has all the location of primary input and output of the design and routing 

constraints for the macro and  

• Timing constraints for the macro including the clock names and phase 

information.  These constraints are often referred to as assertions. 

In addition to these primary requirements, tools most often need guidance from users in 

the form of control files, so that they can produce timing- and routing- closed physical design 

with expected results. In this dissertation, IBM’s synthesis tool flow called PDSRTL, Placement 

Driven Synthesis (PDS), has been used as an example of modern synthesis tools to analyze 

experimental results. Some of the methodologies of PDSRTL have been cited here as general 

background information. 

2.2.1 Register Transfer Level (RTL) 

The synthesizable Register Transfer Level (RTL) description, often in either Verilog or 

VHDL hardware description language [19], can be optimized with respect to various constraints, 

including timing and/or area, using a synthesis tool, where a technology library file is being used 

to specify the components to be used by design. The RTL can contain parts of the design that are 

purely combinational or sequential, such as latches and flip-flops. In many cases, top-level RTL 

calls another component of the design as soft copy (i.e. another piece of logic) or hard copy 

(components that are built  and timed separately) of some functions. Fig. 2.4 shows an example 

of high-level function. It is the task of physical design tools (synthesis or custom design) to 

translate these functions into transistor level for building the chip. Physical design engineers 

spend good amount of time to study the RTL to determine the data flow of the design and plan 

up-front to place the logic gates, metal usages and routing strategy of the design. 
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Fig. 2.4: An example of high level function. 

2.2.2 Assertions 

To guide the synthesis tools to close timing at input/output interface paths at macro 

boundary, timing and loading requirements are needed so that EDA tool work hard to meet the 

design constraints. Assertions, in terms of arrival time at input with correct timing phase (arrival 

time relative to functional clock), expected time of arrival at output relative to functional clocks 

and loading at macro output, are three minimum inputs to the synthesis tool. In today’s high 

speed design, there might be many functional clock signals operating at different speed relative 

to each other and they are defined as phase. In synthesis, the assertion requirements are defined a 

bit more in details as follows: 

Primary Input (PIS): To optimize the timing and gate placement, synthesis tools need to 

know the data arrival time (late and early mode to cover both slow and fast design corner), 

functional phase tag (data arrival time with respect to the functional clock) along with the slew 

(rise/fall time) of the primary inputs, so that design constraints are met during synthesis 
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optimization. The PIS file is generally a space separated constraint file, which is being used as an 

input during the synthesis flow. An example of PIS can be shown in table format in Table 2.1. 

Primary Output Load (POS): The macro output requirements, in terms of arrival time 

at the output, slew (or rise/fall time) and capacitive load to drive, are required so that the timing 

and electrical requirements are met at higher level of the design hierarchy. POS value is given in 

terms of best and worst case capacitive load so that macro is designed to meet the timing for 

wide range of process corners.  Similarly, POS value is also given in both lumped and effective 

load so that macro is designed to drive a wide range of load to drive at the next hierarchy of the 

design. The POS file is generally a space separated constraint file, which is being used as an 

input to the automated tools during the synthesis flow. An example of POS can be shown in table 

format in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.1: Example of PIS assertions. 

Input 
Pin 
Name 

Phase Late 
Arrival 
Time (rise) 

Late 
Arrival 
Time (fall) 

Slew 
(rise) 

Slew 
(fall) 

Early 
Arrival 
Time 
(rise) 

Early 
arrival 
time 
(fall) 

Slew 
(rise) 

Slew 
(fall) 

nclk M- 125 0 50 50 125 0 50 50 

data M@L 100 100 80 80 80 80 60 60 

 

Table 2.2: Example of POS assertions. 

Output Pin 
Name 

Worst Case 
Total Load 

(ff)  

Best Case 
Total Load 

(ff)  

Fan Out Worst Case 
Effective Load 

(ff)  

Best Case 
Effective Load 

(ff)  

Reload_Bus 200 100 1 150 80 

abist_en 150 80 1 100 60 
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Table 2.3: Example ETA assertions. 

Input Pin 
Name 

Phase Late arrival 
Time (Rise)  

Late Arrival 
Time (Fall) 

Early Arrival 
Time (Rise) 

Early Arrival 
Time (Late) 

rd_data(0) M@L 200 205 150 150 

scan_out S@L 400 410 200 200 

 

Expected Time of Arrival (ETA): The ETA file is generally a space separated 

constraint file, which is being used as an input during the synthesis flow. An example of ETA 

can be shown in table format in Table 2.3. ETA consists of expected arrival time at the macro 

output (with respect to clock) along with clock phase information. Like PIS, ETA values are also 

given in terms of early and late arrival time of the signals so that macro is designed to function in 

both slow and fast corner of the process. 

 In addition to PIS, POS and ETA, synthesis engines can be guided for better results with 

additional information such as phase adjust and loading override files, where designers can 

override with updated phase information and input capacitance seen by tool for multi fan-in input 

of the design. 

2.2.3 Macro Physical Abstract 

Another necessary input to the synthesis tools is the macro bounding box with primary 

input/output (PI/PO), PIN locations, and metal blockages information. Synthesis tools read the 

physical placement of the macro PI/PO from the macro abstract and optimize the gate placement 

with proper drive strength as per the loading in POS file and at the same time, meeting the 

expected timing as defined in ETA file. When it comes to route the macro, router uses available 

routing resources as defined in the bounding box or abstract of the macro. 
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2.2.4 Control Files 

Control file(s) might be thought of as additional help to synthesis but not mandatory. This 

control file(s) are called during the synthesis optimization process. However, for meeting the 

timing and quality of routings of any wires and placement of logical gates, these parameters 

should be considered as semi-requirements for the synthesis tools. For example: 

• If the design is dominated by embedded IP, then synthesis will need IP placement 

information and timing rule to meet the timing and routing requirements. 

• If the design is highly timing critical, the tool will need some guidance as how to 

use upgraded wires or use better VT (Threshold Voltage) gates to meet timing. 

• If the design has a congestion problem, the tool will need to know how to spread 

logic to mitigate the wiring congestions. 

• If certain portions of the logic needed to stay together, synthesis tool can be a 

guide as how to place the relevant logic gates together and so on.  

2.3 Typical Synthesis Flow 

Synthesis tools compile RTL design using two main phases: 1) Technology independent 

phase where the design is read in and simplified in combinational logic and 2) technology 

mapping where the design is mapped to available logic gates in a given physical library. 

However, before that there are few sub-steps such as optimizing clock logic and logic re-

structuring in the flow. In merging clock logic step, synthesis collapses incoming clock logic into 

one Local Clock Buffer (LCB) per clock domain. Once latch placements are done, to make 

wiring and timing requirements for the design, appropriate LCBs are connected for each clock 
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Fig. 2.5: A typical  synthesis flow. 

domain. LCB creates clock nets for master-slave and scan clock of the latches from mesh clock 

and other clock control signals as defined by methodology of each project. While inputs to 

synthesis are given, as discussed in previous sections, tools process this information in several 

steps to find an optimal solution for a given design. A typical synthesis flow is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

The flow contains many iterative steps and loops to satisfy the design constraints and timing 

requirements of a design. These steps include: 

• Technology mapping 

• Logic re-structuring 
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• Latch clustering and LCB cloning 

• Controlling logic structure 

• Pre-placing logic 

2.3.1 Logic Re-structuring 

Logic restructuring involves the following activities in synthesis: 

• Optimizations are done on technology-independent netlist of the design 

• Wire load is assumed to be zero 

• Restructure logic to decrease network interconnections, circuit area, and remove 

logic redundancies and 

• Algorithm used to minimize logic 

 Some examples of logic transformation and restructuring during synthesis have been 

discussed as here: 

a) Transduction: Replace functions with more efficient ones. In the following example, 

Fig. 2.6.1, logic can be rearranged so that the delay is optimized. As oppose to connect signal 

“S” to the first level of gates, it can be forwarded to the second level by keeping same 

functionality to meet the timing. 

 

Fig. 2.6.1: Logic transduction (Source: EDA, IBM). 
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b) Cube Factoring: Extract a common gate from several gates as shown in Fig. 2.6.2, 

where a common function for input “C” and “D” is determined and then fed into the subsequent 

logic. 

 

Fig. 2.6.2: Logic cube factoring (Source: EDA, IBM). 

c) Create common factors: Creating common factor, Fig. 2.6.3, and then feed it to rest 

of the logic helps closing timing. 

 

Fig. 2.6.3: Common factoring (Source: EDA, IBM). 

 

Fig. 2.6.4: Logic merging (Source: EDA, IBM). 
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d) Merging logic: Sometimes merging logic gates helps closing timing. It also depends 

on how critical is the timing for the input(s). In Fig. 2.6.4 both NAND2 gates can be merged to 

create NAND3 to improve the overall timing. However, if signal “C” is critical, this type of 

merging will hurt the timing on “C” because NAND3 is a slower logic-gate than NAND2. 

2.3.2 Technology Mapping 

Given a technology independent structural description, a target technology, and a set of 

design constraints, technology mapping is the process of implementing the structural descriptions 

in the physical domain at the same level of abstraction, where all design constraints are fulfilled. 

In this step of synthesis, logic gates are mapped to a specified design technology library for the 

project. For example: “REG” is defined as state storing element “latch” in RTL, however, during 

this step, tool will look for equivalent functional logic gates such as “nlat”, “eslat” etc. in the 

adopted project.  During the technology independent phase of synthesis, the Boolean equations 

representing the logic network are subject to logic optimization for minimizing the number of 

literals, which have been shown to correlate well with total cell area [20]. Fig. 2.7 gives an 

example how physical library is mapped to technology independent physical library gates. 

Optimal gate placement is a crucial part in synthesis. A timing aware placement and optimization 

algorithm has the following steps: 

 

Fig. 2.7: Technology mapping. 
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a) Initial Placement: Based on the Steiner modeling of the net [21], synthesis use 

placement algorithm for initial placement of the logic gates. This step is basically based on the 

wire length between the logic gates. Once initial placement is done, synthesis can be guided with 

some parameter for a targeted logic-gate-placement-density in certain area of the design. 

Similarly, if the design is very congested, a set of parameter can be used to spread out the logic 

gates. To avoid the high pin density of certain gates, synthesis parameter could be very handy to 

avoid local congestions. Global placement is one of the most important steps in a physical 

synthesis flow. The last few years have witnessed a renaissance in the research on wire length-

driven global placement, largely due to the availability of challenging benchmarks derived from 

real industrial design [22-23]. 

b) Placement Optimization: Placement-aware synthesis attempts to use a placement tool 

[24-25] to perform a partial physical design to compute more accurate interconnect loading 

estimates on a net-by-net basis. After the initial placement, synthesis algorithms go through 

several iterations of the placement to optimize the timing. In this phase, the tool determines 

which gate-movement would result in the most benefit to resolve timing violations. In Fig. 2.8, 

the dotted box is a new placement of the gate that is driving three blue boxes on the right, 

yielding minimum movement to solve the timing pressure. 

There are several parameters being used in synthesis in order to meet timing and improve 

the routability of a given design. Here are some examples of most frequently used parameters, 

which can be used to guide placement of the logic gates: 

• target_density: Controls the density of gate placement to avoid congestion. 

• place_xfactor: Spread out complex logic gates to avoid congestion. 
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Fig. 2.8: Gate placement optimization. 

• blockage_file: Specify areas where gate placement is not allowed. 

Traditionally, optimizing the wire length has been the key objective during global 

placement, with routability being addressed via post-placement refinement techniques. There 

have been attempts to alleviate congestion via routability-driven global placement, but they rely 

on rudimentary, and most often, inaccurate techniques like pin-density or probabilistic 

congestion estimation [27-30]. 

 In initial placement optimization, netweights (assign number to a net to define criticality) 

and attractions (define which gates should be closed to each other) may be applied and are not 

meant to be extensive. At this time, no placement legalization is performed to save run time. 

Placement optimization is done with netweights and attraction based on the timing of the nets. 

Examples of netweights and attractions concepts are shown in Fig. 2.9. Nets with higher weight 

will be given higher priority to place the associated gates closer to the source gate to close the 

timing for critical nets. There are several options for attraction method that can be used in  
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Fig. 2.9: Slack optimization. 

synthesis to solve the timing failure. For example, synthesis can find out the worst slack for a 

sink gate and can apply attraction to the instance name or pin name of the sink. Similarly, net 

weight can be used on PI/PO of a gate to place them close to each other. User can control these 

placements by using a parameter in run directory. Examples: 

 net_weight_file – Can be used to give user-driven net weight file to place gates closer 

 attractions_file - Can be used to specify user-driven attractions file 

c) Latch and LCB Placement: Local Clock Buffer (LCB) is used to create master-slave 

and scan clocking for the latches, where LCB is connected to a main mesh clock, along with 

other clock control signals. These control signals are being used to either shape-up clock pulse or 

mode of operation. In any design, it is common that latches could be driven by multiple clock 

domains and clock gating functions. And thus, synthesis must acknowledge physically aware 

clustering of latches and clock domains, where, latches cluster around the driving LCB to meet  
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Fig. 2.10: Latch and LCB placement flow. 

the tight clock skew guidelines of the projects. However, the placements of these latches and 

LCBs are very iterative placement process. Clock placement and routing optimization steps can 

be pictured in Fig. 2.10. 

The latch and LCB placement algorithm starts with one LCB per clock domain, followed 

by cloning and power-up of LCBs with optimal latch connection to meet clock loading, delay 

and other design spec. An example of LCB and latch placement with several clock-gating 

domains is shown in the following picture, Fig. 2.11, where each color represents a different 

clock domain. Once synthesis goes through the initial LCB placement, latch clustering, LCB 

legalization and final clock placement, the above design ends-up looking like what is shown in 

Fig. 2.12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.11: Initial latch and LCB placement (Source: EDA, IBM). 
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Fig. 2.12: Final latch and LCB placement (Source: EDA, IBM). 

d) Design Violation Clean Up: At this stage, PDS will look at the connectivity and 

correct any design violation. These violations typically involve gate topologies, fan-in/fan-out 

restrictions, restriction on latch-input and LCB, etc., defined by the methodology of the project. 

For example: 1) Driver to the latch input cannot be driven by illegal gates, 2) Driver to the latch 

input cannot have more than one sink i.e. only sink is latch and 3) Macro output cannot have a 

feedback loop i.e. cannot have internal logic to drive. At the end of this phase of the design, the 

tool would re-do netweights and attraction steps to incorporate additional logic to place. 

e) Final Placement: At this step, all the critical pieces of logic are very much locked-up. 

These logic gates include LCB, Latches, driving gates of latches etc. Similarly, as explained in 

the previous section, net-weight/attractions are also locked down. At this point and forward, 

physical placement refinement is done to make timing and power spec of the design. Refinement 

will perform physically aware optimizations but will not drastically change the placement 

solution. Part of this refinement is to correct electrical and timing corrections. The tool would 
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swap a gate with bigger gates and all sub-sequent gates to fix the slew or slack violation. 

Similarly, slower gates will be replaced by faster gates to meet the timing. The starting point of 

this stage is a placed netlist with a clocking solution locked down. In short, refinement will 

perform physically aware optimizations but will not drastically change the placement solution, 

i.e., minor moves/legalizations will occur. 

2.3.3 Latch Clustering and LCB Cloning 

To meet the timing, loads on critical logic are separated by cloning both latch and logic 

gates. A sample of such cloning is illustrated in the following example, where latches are coded 

to drive different output logic, when input is the same for both latches. However, synthesis tools 

need to be enabled with parameter so that PDS can clone latches, and similarly, equivalent 

latches must be defined in VHDL (or Verilog) before going to the synthesis process. Parameters 

must be enabled via synthesis parameter. A functional latch is described in details in Section 4.2 

of Chapter 4. Following are the examples, Fig. 2.13, of two equivalent latches (cloned) in the 

VHDL, where one input net is connected to both latches but those latches are driving different 

outputs.  

 pds_use_cloned_latches: true   #parameter in constraint file 

  unit_control: entity latches.nlat 

  port map (c1  => master_clk, 

    c2  => slave_clk, 

    scan_clk => scan_clk, 

    scan_in => funcscan_in(0), 
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    scan_out => func_scan_out(0), 

    data_in => unit_data_in(0), 

    data_out => unit_data_out(0)) 

  unit_control_colone: entity latches.nlat 

  port map (c1  => master_clk, 

    c2  => slave_clk, 

    scan_clk => scan_clk, 

    scan_in => func_scan_out(0), 

    scan_out => func_scan_out(1), 

    data_in  => unit_data_in(0), 

    data_out => unit_data_out(1), 

    ) 

Fig. 2.13: Latch clustering and LCB cloning. 

2.3.4 Control Logic Structure 

To control synthesis flow, sometimes designers can hard code the logic gates with 

appropriate logic style and drive-strength with some attributes in VHDL. There are some 

advantages and disadvantages for such coding because in the event of hard coding, synthesis will 

not optimize gates to meet the slew/slack requirements of the design. Similarly, poor coding or 

lack of understanding of the optimization can cause sub-optimal design. This coding is used as a 
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hint to the tool, not a requirement. Designers could use “Logic Style Direct” or “No 

modification” in VHDL source. Here are some examples of VHDL Logic Style Direct & 

NO_MODIFICATION. 

ATTRIBUTE BLOCK_DATA of example_dir_mod0: label IS "LOGIC_STYLE=/DIRECT/"; 

ATTRIBUTE NO_MODIFICATION of example_dir_mod0: signal IS "TRUE"; 

stall_blk1a0: example_dir_mod0   <= NOT (main_eec OR main_stall); 

stall_blk1b0: example_dir_mod1  <=  NOT (main_stall OR ecc_data); 

Like “Logic Style Direct” or “No_modification”, synthesis understand the “structure 

preserving logic” initiated by the designers. Advantage of structure preserve is: consistent logic 

and synthesis determine the drive strength. However, the designers need to include realistic logic 

in the design. Designers can also preserve the output drivers as coded in VHDL. The following is 

an example, Fig. 2.14, of how to hardcode a NAND gate in VHDL with desired drive. These 

gates belong to synthesis physical design library. 

 use_cw_nand2_rd0_l: entity stdcell.cw_nand2 

      PORT MAP ( vdd => vdd,  #power 

            vss => gnd,  #ground 

            a => nand_input1, #Input 1 

            b => nand_input2, #Input2 

            y => nand_output #Output ); 

Fig. 2.14: Logic structure control. 
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2.3.5 Pre-Placing Logic 

Synthesis does very good job working on complex, Boolean equations of non-structured 

control type logic macro. To save area and close timing, sometimes synthesis needs “hand 

holding” i.e. placement information, for the timing critical and data flow oriented logic. In 

addition to hard IP and custom components, synthesis most often needs placement and logic 

topology information for critical logic, such as encoder, decoder, mux select etc. to converge to 

the desired solution. This pre-placement is generally a one-time job that requires understanding 

of the data flow of the unit. A sample of placement file that is being called during synthesis is 

given in following example:  

  begin_place                     

   place <inst_name> xloc yloc <rot> movetype=fixed 

  end_place 

  where, <inst_name>: name of instance in VHDL;   

  xloc, yloc: x-coordinate, y-coordinate of the instance in floor-plan;   

  <rot>: rotation of the instance in floor-plan;  

  movetype: instance can be moved in synthesis or not. 

2.4 Review of Quality of Data 

There is a common saying in the synthesis world: “Garbage in, garbage out”. Synthesis 

engines heavily depends on the quality of the inputs that it gets and optimizes logic structure, and 

places them to close timing. Otherwise, optimization tools will spend time unnecessarily. These 

essential inputs for synthesis tools are discussed here. Good quality assertions with PIS, POS and 
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ETA are essential otherwise synthesis will work on the wrong paths. Synthesis has a direct 

impact on the quality of the logic that is entered. If the slack is really negative, either assertions 

are way off, or the logic still needs major work. Designers should not have too much logic 

between latches or make sure that not too much logic fighting for the same physical area or IOs 

are not congested to access. Otherwise, this may lead to local congestion. 

Macro pin placement should be done from unit prospective to avoid extra timing penalty 

and congestion. Also, input pins feeding a critical cone should be placed together, so that extra 

buffering is avoided. Duplication of PINs should be considered for large fanout nets. Similarly, 

PO pins fed by common critical cone(s) should have close placement. Sometimes designers can 

use macro internal pins instead of edge-pin so that unit can use better performing wires to 

connect input and output of the logic gates.  

2.5 Synthesis Output 

Each step of synthesis produces a different type of output based on the tool that is being 

used. In this dissertation, experiments are done in IBM’s tool flow and thus some of the steps are 

discussed as follows: 

 Technology Mapped Netlist: The first step that produces technology mapped netlist 

from RTL. At this step, no optimization and no placement is done. The tool basically maps 

logical gates into available physical design gates in the library as discussed in Section 2.3.2. 

 Initial Optimization: At this step, the tool still has a technology-mapped netlist with 

very little placement and some optimization. This optimization is based on wire length and 

placement of gates. Buffer re-powering, removal, and re-placing are done at this step. Net weight 

and attraction are being done.  
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 Final Optimization: This placement is after clock-optimization and has very little 

change in placement of the gates. Timing, electrical and power optimizations are done at this 

stage. Legalization of placement is done in Final Optimization. 

 Refine Steps: It is the last step in synthesis and the tool tries to deliver optimized design 

with the least electrical violation and optimized power. Major optimizations include: 

• Electrical violation correction 

• Efficient fanout trees 

• Repowering, buffering, logic restructuring, pin swapping, cloning etc. 

• Vt recovery (Remove leaky gates for better power design) 

2.5.1 Major Output Files 

 Log Files: This file has all the run details including errors and warnings while the job 

runs. This is a very helpful file to debug any problem that may occur during synthesis steps. 

 History: This file keep track of summary of data for all runs in same directory. These 

data include: #of latches/LCB, macro utilization (logic gate density in macro), latch to latch 

slacks, run time, type of gate (logic gates with different kind of threshold voltage for leakage 

power) usages, CPU usages, total logic gate width in the design etc. 

 Plots: A routing and timing closed macro is the end goal for the designers. The provision 

of writing out the macro’s internal logic gate and IP placement, vertical and horizontal wiring 

congestion, slack distributions are plotted for designers to give an overall picture of the design. 

Based on the plots, designers can make improvements to the quality of the design by mitigating 

noise and timing violations of the design using available methodology in synthesis.  
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Fig. 2.15: Example of worse slack plot in synthesis. 

Distributions of Gate Array (GA) cell:  GA cells are used to fix bugs when rest of the 

design is frozen. In synthesis, these information is written out as plots and thus gives a good 

pictorial view to designers so that designers could take a look and decide which gates to use to 

fix functional and timing bugs. An example of such a plot, worst slack, is presented here in Fig. 

2.15, where the source and sink latch are colored in blue and green respectively. Designer can 

look at the placement of these part of the logic and consider several options, as discussed in 

Section 2.3 to close timing on this macro. 

 Timing Reports: Tool writes out several timing reports (also known as endpoint report) 

for user to look at. These includes as follows: 

• Comprehensive timing report: This comprehensive timing file consists of timing 

information on all nets and gates in the design for all timing phases. 

• Endpoint Report: This output file of synthesis is shorter and user friendly version 

of comprehensive report. It includes both latch to latch and primary input/output 

paths containing the delay information for the gates and wires on the paths. 
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• Latch to Latch Endpoint Report: Out of all files that synthesis writes out, this file 

is the most useful to the designers. It allows designer to focus on macro internal 

latch to latch paths while the PI/PO paths are still in flux at the primary stage of 

the project. Matter of fact it is very typical that at the early stage of project, 

designer would relax the PI/PO paths so that internal paths get higher attention to 

fix the timing violations. Similarly, designers also look at another latch to latch 

endpoint file with “zero wire length” where there is no wire delay in the design 

and thus one can quickly determine whether this logic paths can be closed in 

synthesis or not or need logic fixes. An example of Endpoint file is shown in Fig. 

2.16, where gate, wire delay and rise/fall time is broken down per logic gate. 

Phase          Rise/    Slack     Delay  Arr. Time Slew    Load         Sink 
Name          Fall(ps)     (ps)        (ps)                  (ps)  (ps)    (ff)          Gate 
Setup MA-   F             250.00    0.00      47.00        0.00          LCB 
MA@L        R      79.89    32.15  210.70     48.05    1.39          LATCH 
MA@L        R       79.89       6.07W 204.63     46.54    2.00          INV 
MA@L        F       79.89   22.85  181.78     11.68     0.80         INV  
MA@L        F       79.89      0.27W      181.51     11.58     1.92          NAND2    
MA@L        R       79.89               9.60               171.91     17.58     0.80          NAND2  
MA@L        R       79.89       0.05W           171.86     17.56     0.88         XOR2    
MA@L        F       79.89    15.11               156.75              21.72     5.93         XOR2 
MA@L        F       79.89       3.29W           153.46     19.68   17.62         INV      
MA@L        R       79.89    12.54               140.92    27.29     3.87         INV  
MA@L        R       79.89      6.83W           134.10     22.65   10.37         NAND2  
MA@L        F       79.89    12.23               121.87     19.36     2.33         NAND2 
MA@L        F       79.89       0.19W           121.68   19.31     2.54         NOR2  
MA@L        F       79.89    29.40            92.28     56.12     0.45         NOR2   
MA@L        F       79.89    23.34W   68.93     24.62   40.07         INV   
MA@L        R       79.89    12.08        56.85     28.20     5.40         INV 
MA@L        R       79.89       0.84W   56.02     27.99     5.99         NAND2 
MA@L        F       79.89    15.37         40.65     11.55     1.00         NAND2 
MA@L        F       79.89       0.05W       40.59     11.52     1.08         LAT 
MA-             F    40.59               0.00      47.00                0.00                     LAT 
Slack: Cycle Time + LCB delay – path Delay = 250 + 40.59 -210 = 79.89ps 

Fig. 2.16: Example of timing path in synthesis. 
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 Netlist: It is the ultimate output from the synthesis tool that has all connectivity, 

placement and mapped to available physical gates of the physical design library. This text based 

netlist file is converted to layout cells once imported into cadence library and at this point 

physical designer can open the placed gates in GUI to analyze any timing fails and possible 

placement in the design with some parameter or customization. Another usage of this cadence 

based netlist view is: designer can edit this netlist for possible logic change (ECO: Engineering 

Change Order) because they can visually check the placement of other gates and come-up with 

better solution to optimize routing, metal usages and timing for the design.  

2.6 Early Mode Padding (EMPAD) 

Hold timing violations are the fast path violations, and so it is important that the timing 

represents the fastest environment in which the chip will operate (best case voltage, temp, etc.). 

EMPAD is a part of placement driven synthesis where optimization is needed to fix hold timing 

violation in the design. Hold violation is a violation when data arrives faster than the clock at the 

sink latch. These are the ‘must’ fix in the design and involve to slow down the fast paths. In Fig. 

2.17, design has back to back latches connected mostly to stage logic so that correct balance of 

latency exists in the design. There is not enough logic gate between the left latch packs, where 

the set-up and hold slacks are shown as 45.0 and -8.0ps (hold violation) respectively. 

 

Fig. 2.17: Example of early mode padding (EMPAD). 
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In order to fix this hold violation, an inverter-pack (two gates with blue color) has been 

added on the logical path and thus the set-up and hold slacks became 25.0ps and 2.0ps, which 

satisfy both the late and early mode timing check for the design. Also, to fix EM failures, gates 

on the timing paths can be sized down to slow down the data arrival time. However, the 

designer(s) must be very careful in downsizing gates so that noise does not become a problem 

because smaller gates are more susceptible to noise. Similarly, it is also highly recommended to 

place EMPAD gates at the most downstream logic to minimize the usages of gates to save power 

and area.  

2.7 Routing 

Logic design team can avoid routing problems and achieve greater success by adopting a 

physical- and congestion aware synthesis methodology that reduces iterations between front- and 

back end tools, which positively impacts the die size and schedule time. Given the delay impact 

of wires in today’s process geometries, modern timing-aware routers will try as much as possible 

to detour those routes that are non-timing critical, but this is not always possible. And given the 

prominence of physical wire delays in today’s geometries, it is likely that a non-critical path 

becomes critical after its route is detoured. Further compounding the problem, physical tools 

tend to buffer those detoured routes in an attempt to speed them up, and this can create further 

congestion [31]. In the physical design stage, not only global routing, but some new placement 

algorithms begin to consider the congestion minimization as one of the most important 

objectives of optimization besides area and timing [32-38].  

The routing tools involved in these steps are: power routing, clock routing and signal 

routing. However, as data prep, the router will read the synthesized data as netlist, where all the 

connectivity is already defined, along with macro-bounding box with wire allocation and 
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constraint files. In addition to the synthesized netlist, the router needs to know what layers of 

metals it can use to route the macro. Abstract of the macro has PI/PO placement information and 

cover cell has all blockage information that is needed during the routing steps. A constraints file 

is used as an aid to the router, where any specific such as a control file for power routing layers, 

is defined. A flow diagram for routing a synthesized macro with inputs is shown in Fig. 2.18, and 

sequence of the tool executions are shown in Fig. 2.19. Routing jobs in synthesis are mainly 

divided into two major steps: 1) Global Routing and 2) Detail Routing where following tasks are 

performed [39]: 

1. Global Routing 

• The logic gate placements are preserved from synthesis 

• Identify routing resources to be used 

• Identify layers (and tracks) to be used 

• Assign particular net to these resources and 

• Also, used in floor-planning and placement  

2. Detail Routing 

• The logic gate placements are preserved from synthesis 

• Define pin-to-pin connections 

• Must understand most or all design rules and congestion issues of the design 

• May use a compactor to optimize result 

• Necessary in all applications 
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Fig. 2.18: Input and output of routing in synthesis. 

 

 

Fig. 2.19:  Routing flow (Courtesy: IBM EDA). 
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Fig. 2.20: Routed design.  

To route any design in most effective way, it is very important to look at hot spots that 

design may have due to the congestion. The design may get routed but in the long run designers 

must be careful for back-end tool fails such as noise, electromigration, electrical rule fails, and 

timing fails due to noise. Designers should also think about having some extra space for future 

changes and bug fixes. There are some home-grown tools that can be used to find out hot spots 

in the routing that can led to space out logic gates or allow higher layers of metals if available. In 

Fig. 2.20, it is shown how congested the design is by taking a picture of metal routings and 

coloring red where design is highly congested. Yellow indicates caution, while green indicates 

no substantial problem to route. 

2.8 Post Routing Optimizations 

Once design is routed, another post processing tool can be used to fix the design violation 

left by the router in a minimally disturbing way. One can perform the optimization after detail 

routing to fix a post-routing timing “jump” [40]. Some usages of these tools are discussed here: 
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• Electrical Quality 

– Rise/Fall time fail fix 

– Max loading fix 

• Timing Quality 

– Improve both late and early mode timing fails 

• Improve power by replacing leaky gates with power efficient gates 

• Remove unnecessary routings to fix some design rule violations 

Post processing tools work on already routed designs for better optimization with 

incremental routings and placements to fix electrical and timing fails. However, it works on the 

design that is already placed and has detailed wiring done. It fixes scenic nets and tries to make it 

straight. Given a set of scenic nets, post-processing tool rips-up and re-routes these nets. Once re-

routing is done, it is much straighter than the original routings as captured in Fig. 2.21. Table 2.4, 

on the other hand compares both early and late mode slacks in addition to slew and maximum 

cap fails before and after running the post-processing tools once the design is routed. 

Table 2.4: Post processing tool to fix timing violation. 

 Beginning Ending 

Late Mode Slack -15 -5 

Number of Negative Paths 200 88 

Early mode Slack +ive +ive 

Number of Negative Paths 0 0 

Slope Violation 20 2 

Load violations 15 0 
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Fig. 2.21: Bad routing and fix after post-processing (Courtesy: IBM EDA). 

2.9 Summary 

In this chapter, industry standard synthesis flow and design methodologies are discussed. 

Today’s synthesis engines do a very good job in closing timing, electrical and noise constraints 

for low-frequency and random logic macros. However, traditional synthesis flow does not do a 

good job for structured, high-frequency, multi-power, multi-clock and timing-critical multi-

million logic gates which need to be packed in a tight floorplan. In an automated synthesis 

design methodology, these design constraints must be analyzed, understood and implemented in 

such a way that backend toolsets understand the timing and implementation checks, especially in 

supporting MMLGS to optimize and gain high level of design productivity to improve TAT. 
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Chapter 3 

Drawbacks of the Existing Synthesis Flows 

 
 
 

The synthesis methodology reviewed in Chapter 2 has been the key to success for 

decades, where latency goals were not too difficult to achieve due to aggressive technology 

scaling and the relaxed latency demands in ASICs. Therefore, it has been a key vehicle for 

physical design and implementation mostly in ASIC areas, where area and latency requirements 

are less important than other goals, such as time to market. Logic synthesis is recognized as an 

integral part of the design process, leading to an evolution in methodology from capture-and-

simulate to describe-and-synthesize. The new methodology’s advantage is that it allows us to 

describe a design in a purely behavioral form, de-void of implementation details, and then to 

synthesize the design structure with CAD tools. Designers can apply the describe-and-synthesize 

methodology on several levels of abstraction. On the gate level, they can synthesize functional 

and control unit logic by means of combinational logic synthesis. They also can synthesize 

controllers from finite-state machine diagrams by means of sequential synthesis. On register-

transfer level (RTL), they can describe the behavior of ASICs with programs, algorithms, flow-

charts, dataflow graphs, instruction sets or generalized FSMs in which each state performs 

arbitrarily complex computations. Then they can synthesize these ASICs by means of high-level 

(or behavioral) synthesis techniques [41].  

Fig. 3.1 shows the current usage of synthesis based physical design, where most of the 

control macros are designed as smaller RLM or SUPER RLM, especially in a low frequency  
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Fig. 3.1: Design methodology for synthesized macro. 

domain and go through gate level design methodology. The logic gate counts in this synthesis 

based design is in the range of 1 to 2 million functional gates. 

Intel’s Ivytown [42-43] has 15 core designs with fairly good usages of MMLGS. As they 

reveal the product, here are the summary of their large block: 

• Continued the trend for Multi-Million Logic Gate Synthesis 

• 2 million synthesizable gates in static timing  

• Enhanced synthesis with 2x design complexity and 

• “Special” methodology for signal integrity and circuit quality. 

Ivytown chip floor-plan with Intel’s 15-core chip design [44] is captured in Fig. 3.2, 

where MMLGS usage is drawn in white dotted rectangle. However, compare to L2 cache unit for 

the experiment used in this dissertation, it is a far smaller and high latency unit, because the L2 

cache unit has around 20 million synthesizable gates and 40% of the logic is on same frequency 

as the core and the other 60% is on 2:1 frequency to the core. 

Multi-Power-Supply based design is a very popular way to save chip power, especially at 

the array design interface, where part of the input/output signal of the design are on higher power  
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Fig. 3.2: MMLGS usages in the Industry (Intel’s Ivytown Microprocessor). 

supply than rest of the macro to maintain the desired performance. Similarly, multi-clock based 

design methodology: 1) enables certain part of the chip to function at different frequency to meet 

the performance requirement; and 2) reduces the power of the chip by dynamically shutting the 

clock down when circuits are not in use. When the synthesis methodology for MMLGS is 

considered, designers must consider the multi-voltage and multi-clocks design for functional and 

design productivity requirements and still satisfy the power-performance tradeoff for the design. 

The following subsections explain why current industry standard design methodology is 

inefficient in many ways and provide motivations for MMLGS and the necessity of employing 

multi-voltage and out-of-phase clocks in the design. These design methodologies are also 

discussed in details in chapter 5. 

MMLGS in Ivytown 
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3.1 Physical Design Resource Limitation 

Even though today’s synthesis engines do a very good job in closing timing while 

meeting electrical and noise constraints, most often synthesis methodology is limited to random 

logic, i.e. it does not do a good job for structured logic that needed to be packed in a tight floor-

plan. Even for control macros, designers spend quite bit of time to work on macro size, pin 

placement, routing assumptions, etc. Thus, to divide and conquer, units are broken into pieces to 

define the macro boundaries. Typically, a lead designer works with a group of designers and 

divides the work so that turnaround time is optimized. Since each designer works on their own 

piece of design, several designers, typically 6-8 engineers, work in parallel to each other to 

design and deliver the macros for unit integration and timing work. With increased complexity, 

the number of engineers needed for completing a functional unit increases dramatically with the 

traditional design flow.  

3.2 Turn Around Time (TAT) 

The basic advantage of synthesis over custom design is a very quick turnaround time. In a 

traditional physical design flow for both synthesized and custom units, logic and circuit 

designers along with unit integrator go over the macro portioning based on unit data flow. In a 

typical design flow a lead designer will then allocate macros within the team, spending quite bit 

of time analyzing macro boundary, floor-planning, metal usages, and work-load balance. The 

Physical Design (PD) team will then design macros, close time, clean all PD check violations 

and deliver those to the unit independent of each other. Sometimes, even though macro internal 

timing is closed, the primary input and output paths will be still broken and thus designers will 

need to exchange a good amount of physical design efforts for unit level work. For example: 

macro designers generally design macros independent of each other and thus may come-up with 
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unoptimized logic at PI/PO. If there is a timing fail between two macros at the unit, both macro 

owners must work together and optimize both designs in terms of logic-gates, driving-strength 

and wire-usages of the design. They may have to go through couple of iterations of physical 

design to get the it acceptable by the unit timing and integration. Thus, required TAT is much 

longer than the market dictates. 

3.3 Timing Optimization 

In smaller macro portioning, primary output drivers generally drive long wires, unit level 

buffer(s), and then input to the sink macros. Both source and sink macros are designed and built 

independent of each other, thus there might be inefficiencies at both macro boundaries. It is 

practically impossible to get rid of these inefficiencies and thus, a timing penalty is paid at these 

boundaries. Since these macros are physically separated and synthesis cannot see the logic at the 

same time as one macro, the timing engine cannot optimize the macro better. Fig. 3.3 is a simple 

example of unoptimized design where unnecessary inverters, logic and buffers can be avoided in 

MMLGS to improve the overall timing of the design. In real design, any number and types of 

gates can be optimized for better optimization of the design. 

 

Fig. 3.3: Unoptimized macros at unit. 
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3.4 Power and Area Optimization 

Both custom and synthesis flow at lower level macros are constrained by logic partition 

and timing windows. Each macro is tuned individually and may not necessarily be good for the 

unit. Most often, macros are designed and developed by a group of people and lack of 

understanding of each other’s macro or timing constraint could lead to sub-optimal design. For 

example, unnecessary drive power or redundant logic at the macro boundary could end up 

wasting power and timing arc. Like timing optimization, area optimization is another important 

atask for synthesis. If physical gates are placed nearby, synthesis can eliminate extra buffering or 

redundant logic and does not need to make driving gates bigger, and thus can use smaller gates 

that have a ripple effect, as illustrated in Fig.3.3. One of the effects is area optimization. Thus, if 

the design has a conventional physical partition, there will be wastage of physical areas of the 

macro. However, if the macros are combined using proposed MMLGS methodology as sown in 

Fig. 3.4, design can be improved for timing, power and logic optimization compared to 

unoptimized design shown in Fig.3.3. Both Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 are functionally equivalent to each 

other. 

 

Fig. 3.4: Optimized macro with proposed MMLGS methodology. 
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3.5 Sync-Async Interface in Synthesis 

To meet the design cycle time, designers use a technique call cycle stealing or slack 

sharing [45-46] i.e. instead of limiting design in one cycle, it is common to look ahead across 

multiple cycles and make sure timing can be met without changing the micro architecture of the 

macro. Fig. 3.5 shows an example where logic to the left clock (CLK) has a slack of -15ps, 

whereas logic to the right clock (CLK) has a slack of +20ps.  Instead of looking one cycle at a 

time, if designers look at both cycles together then it can be found that there is a +5ps on the path 

and thus designers can delay the launching clock by 17ps, Fig. 3.6, to meet the timing for both 

cycles. It is worthwhile to note here that designers must pay attention to the early mode timing at 

these interfaces as well when slack stealing is in place. 

 

Fig. 3.5: Example of timing slack in 2 cycle. 

 

Fig. 3.6: Example of slack sharing. 
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Cycle stealing across cycles has been very effective and has been in use for years to 

relieve timing pressure in synchronous digital circuit design. However, if a timing path crosses 

out-of-phase multi-clock domains, slack cannot be shared between cycles due to the increased 

chance for metastability. In an automated synthesis design: i) a methodology is needed so that 

multi-clock domain interfaces are identified and designed correctly; ii) a timing methodology is 

needed so that slack sharing is not performed at sync-async interfaces during macro, unit or chip 

level timing; and iii) at the same time, the rest of the design can use slack sharing safely. 

Available industry standard clock scheduling schemes [47-49] explain how to borrow 

slack across cycles for synchronous circuits. However, these methodologies do not offer a clear 

solution in automatic synthesis methodology especially when: i) the feedback path snips to the 

sink latch that is transparent during slack sharing; and ii) they do not explain how to address 

sync-async interface timing during slack sharing.  

3.6 Multi-Power Domain in Synthesis 

In a fully or semi-custom design flow, voltage translators are placed at the interface 

(input/output) logic that has gates on different power supply domain. However, in fully vanilla 

synthesis design methodology, generic toolsets do not support the physical placement and 

connectivity of the input and output logic that is on multi-voltage domain. Recent trends in IC 

design methodology shows big shift toward MMLGS methodology that most often requires 

embedded IP or custom component, such as arrays inside the macros. These embedded IP may 

require multi-voltage support and thus complicates generic synthesis flow and ends up 

partitioning and connecting logic gate(s) to wrong power rail for input and output gates. 

Therefore, in automated synthesis areas, these methodologies need to be analyzed, understood 

and implemented in such a way that backend toolsets understand the timing and implementation 
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checks. Supporting level translators for multi voltage domain in synthesis methodology, 

especially in MMLGS that has embedded array (IP), is a necessity for power efficient design in 

today’s high speed high performing design technology. 

  In a full or semi-custom design flow, Level Translators (LT) are placed at the interfaces 

of the input/output (IO) logics that have gates on different supply domain. In synthesis, standard 

cells in a power domain may use only the primary power and ground, the power management 

cells like level shifter, isolation cells, and retention registers need a second power supply [50]. 

This second voltage domain complicates generic synthesis flow and end up connecting to wrong 

power rails for the input and output logic gates of LT unless properly attributed in VHDL and 

proper algorithm in synthesis methodology is followed. Both Synopsys and Cadence have 

offerings as Unified Power Format (UPF) and Common Power Format (CPF) respectively that 

are available in synthesis methodology [51-53]. However, study finds these CPF and UPF 

methodologies with very limited articles that are available to the public domain. Study shows 

that these available methods use power-ground constraints file [54-55] as an input to the 

synthesis flow. Thus, a methodology is needed which is an automatic enhancement to the 

synthesis engine, especially in MMLGS domain, along with HDL attributes and without any 

constraint file so that synthesis engines understand the power/ground attributes, placements and 

connectivity of the level translators.  

3.7. Summary 

Some of the limitations of synthesis based design methodology for high-speed, multi-

clock and   multi-power domains have been discussed in this chapter. As discussed in previous 

sections, available industry standard methodology is inefficient in timing, power and area 

optimizations and requires more PD resources. These problems can be resolved efficiently by 
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developing the synthesis-based design methodology for MMLGS, in both multi-clock and multi-

power domain, as discussed in later chapter of this dissertation. The proposed techniques for 

MMLGS methodology can take advantage of breaking hierarchies for all non-array macros to 

optimize the logic gates and their placement to close highly timing challenged paths. The 

MMLGS methodology enables the downsizing of the PD resources for both custom and 

synthesizable macros and may eliminate the need for unit integration and timer resources in 

some cases. 
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Chapter 4 

Circuit Design of Common Library for Research Experiment 
 
 
 

In Chapter 2, industry standard synthesis methodology and flow have been discussed 

along with logic and physical design optimization. Both routing and post routing processes have 

been discussed there as well. In Chapter 3, the limitations of design methodologies have been 

discussed and foundations have been laid out for future development. Before developing new 

methodologies and algorithms in the following subsequent chapters, the basic building block of 

the physical design libraries are discussed in this chapter because several macros and units will 

be using these library components for the test cases used in the experiments. 

4.1 Library Cells 

To save chip area and power, efficient PD methodology can be used to choose desired 

size of the logic gates, which provides fine device size granularity. For this dissertation, IBM’s 

RodRunner programable cell-based PD gate library is used where layout generation is automatic 

and physical design error free. For more details about RodRunner library, please refer to 

Appendix A1. In addition to the RodRunner library, a few other libraries for latches, Local Clock 

Buffer (LCB), buffers etc. [56] are also available for illustration purposes. Characterization and 

static timing analysis with a single supply for the entire chip can be done at a single performance 

point. The libraries are characterized for this point and the tools perform the analysis in a straight 

forward manner. With multiple blocks running at different voltages, and with libraries that may 

not be characterized at the exact voltage that being used, timing analysis becomes much more 

complex [57]. 
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4.2 Latch Design 

Scanable master-slave flip-flops (MSFF), Fig. 4.1, which operates in pulse mode, is used 

in the proposed design methodology for the test case. In normal mode, each of these MSFFs are 

controlled by two opposite phases, slightly skewed clocks, C1 and C2 that drive master latch 

(L1) and slave latch (L2), respectively. In normal mode operation scan_clk is held low to isolate 

scan data. To save the dynamic power, latch is operated in pulse mode, where C2 toggles and C1 

is held high as shown in Fig. 4.2. The latch design methodology allows designers to operate the 

latch in several modes including delaying the mesh clock at the capturing latch which enables 

designers to steal time from next cycle. Local Clock Buffer (LCB) control signals can enable 

shifting the cycle boundaries and tuning frequencies in the lab for frequency limiting paths.  

 

Fig. 4.1: Master-slave latch 
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Fig. 4.2: Timing diagram of master-slave latch 

Fig. 4.2 shows data set-up and hold requirements, where data is not allowed to change the 

state, in the timing window of clock being pulsed, in order to reliably transfer data from the input 

to the output of the latch. Fig. 4.2 also represents how the pulse mode timing is done in synthesis 

and unit/chip timing methodology enabling cycle stealing to give designers relief to close critical 

timing path at all levels of design hierarchies. 

4.3 Array Design 

Traditionally, SRAM arrays are designed using full custom approaches. Every transistor 

is tailored for its specific application. Typically, the effort is on the order of one to two Person 

Year (PY) per array. While ever-increasing chip functionality drives increases in the number of 

unique arrays per chip, pressure on cost, and thus resources, does not allow for the staffing of 

development teams to keep pace [57]. As a rule of thumb, development of a compilable system 

should be considered if the number of unique arrays exceeds five. The design point for arrays, 

the growable SRAM, is chosen to be an alternative for small-size register files for the L2DIR 

(macro for L2 Directory access) and L2LRU (macro for the “Least Recently Used” algorithm). 
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This SRAM cell allows independent read and write ports while offering higher area density of 

the design. The primary frequency target for L2 cache applications is typically half the core 

speed, but certain configurations of arrays also meet the cycle time requirements of the core and 

are used in high frequency clocks. A fully custom SRAM array is chosen for the L2 cache for 

better performance and area saving. The application space described above drives the number 

and type of options that are offered. To cover a good share of a typical register file use, the 

growable SRAM system offers one write port and up to two read ports. These ports are 

independent and can be hooked up to different clock domains. This flexibility also extends to 

voltage domains. A growable arrays can be used in chip areas where only a single supply voltage 

is distributed. In areas where Vcs (power supply for arrays) is present, a custom SRAM array can 

take advantage of that and can operate with increased performance. To increase yield on small 

processing nodes, the growable arrays system can build arrays that can be repaired post 

production if they are affected by manufacturing defects. 

4.4 Sync-Async Latch Pack 

A group of latches and corresponding logic which are always clocked by a common clock 

or clocks, have a common frequency and fixed phase relationship. On the other hand, two clock 

domains are operating asynchronously with respect to each other if their respective clocks do not 

have a fixed phase and frequency relationship. Asynchronous signals coming to a synchronous 

system must be synchronized with the rest of the system. This is usually done by feeding the 

asynchronous signal to a latch or flip-flop referred to as ‘Synchronizer’. If a clock edge from a 

synchronous circuit changes too close in time to data arriving from an asynchronous circuit, the 

circuit may enter a metastable state [58]. This can lead the system into an illegal or incorrect 

state as shown in Fig. 4.3, causing the system to fail. Such an event in SPICE has been created 
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and presented in Fig. 4.4, where the cycle- and set-up time to latch are 340ps and 30ps 

respectively with a stimulus for the input of MSFF, discussed in Chapter 4.2, that would change 

arrival time every 1 ps at the latch input. As the simulation suggest, the set-up time to the latch is 

found to be around 30ps and once the input starts to violate the set-up time, the latch starts to go 

into a metastable condition.  

 

Fig. 4.3: Metastability example 

 

 

Fig. 4.4: Metastability timing diagram. 
latch point (L1) 
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In Fig. 4.4, it is shown that the latch point (L1) is in metastable state i.e. unknown state 

for about 206ps. During this period of unknown state, any electronic circuit would mal-function 

and theoretically stays in unstable condition for an unknown period of time causing a permanent 

system hang. However, this circuit does come back to a known state in about 206ps because of 

process, voltage and temperature (PVT) changes in active silicon area around the latch point, 

which may not happen all the time.  

To avoid metastability, and support multi-clock design, the simplest approach is to 

double-latch asynchronous signals being sampled by a synchronous module to create sync-async 

latch. In sync-async latch pack, the first latch is clocked by transmitting clock domain and the 

later latch is clocked by receiving clock domain as shown in Fig. 4.5. Here transmitting latch is 

clocked by “NCLK” clock and receiving sync-async latch pack is clocked by “NASYNC” clock. 

This latch pack is another standard common library cell which is designed in such a way that 

would reduce the chance of either latch going into metastable condition and may have stricter 

timing requirements between them to reduce chance of metastability propagating from one latch 

to the next. 

 

Fig. 4.5: Sync-async latch pack. 
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Chapter 5 

Proposed MMLGS and Timing Methodology 

 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 

Fig. 5.1 is an example of a typical PD flow in high-speed and high-performing VLSI 

circuits, where each macro is individually built and timed to build a unit and finally the full chip. 

In a typical microprocessor, due to the area and timing pressure of the design, critical arrays and 

highly-structured-timing-critical-macros are designed using full and semi-custom approaches, 

where every transistor is tailored for its specific application. On the other hand, all random logic 

macros, to perform certain control functions, are built using automated tool flow such as 

synthesis. To meet the design constraints such as area, timing and power, data flow macros most 

often need hand-crafted schematics and layout design. The custom design approach requires a 

 

 

Fig. 5.1: High level physical design flow in VLSI circuits. 
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good amount of hand holding and manual intervention and thus requires as much as four times 

the development time of the synthesis flow. In general, a custom designer must plan every detail, 

including physical placement of the design, up front. The problem with a custom design 

approach is incorporating any late design change may occasionally cause a major rip-up of a 

previously built and timed macro and thus, become very expensive in terms of TAT.  

Compared to custom macros, synthesis-based design is primarily for non-structured 

control logic and is automatic tool based with faster TAT. Late changes in the design can easily 

be incorporated in an automated way, keeping the rest of the design mostly unaffected. Today’s 

synthesis engines do a very good job in closing design constraints for low-frequency and smaller 

random-logic macros. However, synthesis does not do a good job for structured, high-frequency 

and timing-critical logic that needs to be packed in a tight floorplan. In a typical synthesis flow, 

each smaller macro is individually tuned to make timing and PD rule checks clean for the unit 

level work, still requiring a fair number of PD resources for macro closures. This methodology 

still needs same unit integration and timing support as the custom macro design flow. 

5.2 Multi-Million Logic Gate Synthesis (MMLGS) Methodology 

Both the custom and the traditional synthesis flow at lower level macros are constrained 

by logic partitions and timing windows. In both design flows, each macro is tuned individually, 

which may not necessarily be a good solution for overall unit design. Most often, macros are 

designed and developed by a group of people who lack understanding of each other’s macros or 

timing constraints, which can lead to a sub-optimal design. For example, redundant logic or 

unnecessary drive power at macro boundaries could end up missing timing arcs and wasting 

power as explained in chapter 3. Bug fixes and late changes in an individual macro design most 

often become very expensive in terms of turnaround time and physical design resources.  
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Multi-Million Logic Gate Synthesis, MMLGS in short, is the way to the future physical 

design for design in both high speed microprocessors and low speed ASIC design. Compared to 

traditional synthesis flow, the proposed techniques for MMLGS methodology can take advantage 

of breaking hierarchies for all non-array macros to optimize logic gates and their placement to 

close highly timing challenged paths. MMLGS methodology enables downsizing of the PD 

resources for both custom and synthesizable macros and eliminates the need for unit integration 

and timer resources. 

As more and more functions are packed in a design and dealt with faster turnaround time, 

the synthesis methodology and tool sets are challenged with multi-millions of gates in multi-

clock and multi-voltage areas. In the microprocessor design, the use of multi-clock, multi-

voltage and slack sharing is very common in custom circuit design techniques. However, in an 

automated synthesis design methodology, these techniques should be analyzed, understood and 

implemented in such a way that backend toolsets understand the timing and implementation 

checks. Sharing slacks cannot be performed between out-of-phase cycles because the likelihood 

of metastability increases at the synchronous and asynchronous (sync-async) boundary. 

Similarly, a signal crossing multiple power-supply domains must be interfaced through a level 

translator (LT), which appropriately shifts the signal level. The requirements of the multi-voltage 

and sync-async interface should be taken into consideration during all levels of physical 

implementation and timing for the electronic circuits. The demand for multi-clock, multi-power 

in synthesis methodology is ever increasing, especially in multi -million gate designs, MMLGS, 

to support multi-million logic gates for design productivity. The MMLGS designs most often 

require embedded IP or custom components, which may require different power supply rail(s) 

and (or) sync-async clocking interface(s). Thus, the development of MMLGS methodology 
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should be fully supported for multi-power and multi-clock enabling and disabling slack sharing 

where appropriate in an automated way. The proposed MMLGS methodology shows around 

50% design productivity improvement over traditional digital design methodology.  

5.2.1 Enhancement to the Existing Synthesis for MMLGS 

Placement-aware synthesis is an essential component to close routing and timing of the 

design. However, most often, designers will find that wiring and timing constraints alone are not 

enough to meet timing and area constraints for a design, especially in MMLGS methodology. 

Thus, the industry standard synthesis tools need to be enhanced with proposed modified flow as 

shown in Fig. 5.2, where several key methodologies and algorithms, such as soft-hierarchy, 

Multi-VT insertion, internal pin and pre-placing critical logic have been added. These key 

enhancements are discussed in details in the following sub-sections.  

 

 

Fig. 5.2: Enhanced synthesis flow for MMLGS. 
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5.2.1.1 Soft-Hierarchy Methodology & Algorithm 

Frequently, synthesis tools require guidance from the designers for relative placement of 

the gates. In this dissertation, a methodology called Soft Hierarchy (SH) is incorporated to guide 

the synthesis tools as a hint that logic within a soft hierarchy be placed relatively close to each 

other. SH is a method for physically synthesizing a design of an integrated circuit that includes 

compiling a logical description of the design into a flattened netlist, extracting a soft hierarchy 

from the flattened netlist, wherein the soft hierarchy defines a boundary on a die across which 

cells of the integrated circuit are permitted to move, and placing a cell of the integrated circuit on 

the die in accordance with the soft hierarchy [59]. In addition to the SH algorithm, user 

parameter can be used to guide synthesis for a user-specified placement of the logic gates that are 

involved in soft hierarchy. A pseudo algorithm explaining SH is developed and presented here in 

“Algorithm 5.1”. In this algorithm, a synthesis tool traces logic gates forward and backward 

along the fan-out and fan-in nets to identify the gates that should be placed together. 

Algorithm 5.1: pseudo code for soft-hierarchy during synthesis 

1.  START 

2:    read netlist of the macro and mark all gates unassigned 

3:    group logic gates (n group) with Same Hierarchical Identifier (SHI) 

4. pick group #n and place gates with SHI into logic module(s) 

5:    select first gate in logic module and mark as assigned 

6:        trace forward along fan-out nets to get instance name(s) & place them in fan-out bucket 

7:    trace backward along fan-in nets to get instance name(s) & place them in fan-in bucket 

8.    Merge fan-out and fan-in one bucket with first assigned gate 

9.    tag all gates in merged bucket as assigned  

10.     select next group (n-1) and repeat 4-9 

11. if group=0 -> done assigning macros for soft hierarchy 

12. place gates from each group in same physical proximity 

13.  END 
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Fig. 5.3: Soft hierarchy example in synthesis flow. 

Fig. 5.3 shows a classical example of the application of SH to meet timing, where logic 

gates in the two white boxes are placed apart but these gates are expected to be placed together. 

In a typical design flow, the designer would try out 1st pass synthesis without any pre-placement 

or SH to close timing. Once the job is done, and if timing is not met, the designer uses a GUI to 

highlight the placement of critical gates that are supposed to be together for better timing, power 

and congestion. If synthesis tools place them apart for any reason, designers can use simple tcl 

code, as shown in the example (5.1), to create a bounding box enabling “Algorithm 5.1” in 

synthesis so that gates in the two white boxes can be placed together. Designers do not need to 

wait for 1st pass synthesis if they have knowledge of logical placement of critical logic in design. 

Example of soft-hierarchy parameter that can be used during synthesis flow: 

name=<inst_name> prefix= <name>  xlow=< > ylow=< > width=  height=  (5.1) 

where, 

  <inst_name>: user specified name to recognize gates 
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  prefix: is the name of logic gates used in HDL 

  xlow, ylow= left lower coordinates of the bound box for SH in micron 

  width, height: width and height of bounding box of SH in micron 

 Example: 

 name=rlctl prefix=l2rlctl xlow=50 ylow=20 width=30 height=30 

5.2.1.2 Multi-VT Insertions & Algorithm 

One of the goals is to deliver a timing-closed design within budgeted power that includes 

both leakage and switching power. As the timing-critical paths have been analyzed, it is found 

that most of these failed paths have too much logic between latches. To fix these paths, there are 

few choices i.e., add faster gates (Vt upgrade), re-architect the logic, delay the clock for 

capturing latch, upgrade the wire, and pre-place logic gates so that wiring is minimum. While 

these options are explored, synthesis parameter are also used so that synthesis can use faster 

gates if needed to close timing. These parameters enable the synthesis algorithm to upgrade Vt to 

a user-specified limit and override the project-specified limit. A pseudo algorithm “Algorithm 

5.2” for upgrading Vt, has been developed and presented here. In this example, two levels of Vt 

have been defined for the simplicity of the algorithm. However, the same algorithm can be 

extended for more Vt types if allowed by the technology. Definition of gates for different Vt 

levels (As an example): 

 LVT:  Lower threshold voltage. Very leaky device but faster 

 HVT:  High threshold voltage. Least leaky device but slower 
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Algorithm 5.2: pseudo code to upgrade Vt 

1. START 

2.    identify all timing failed paths 

3.    identify user’s specified Vt distribution (user_vt) # Ex: user can have 20% LVT devices 

4.    find current Vt distribution in the design (current_vt) # Ex: current LVT usage is 0%  

           # And all devices are on HVT 

5.    pick-up 1st path and identify all gates on it 

6.      while {current_vt < user_vt}{ 

7.         swap 1st complex gates to LVT  

8.      timing closed? if yes, go to 16 

9.      If no, swap Vt for next complex gate and go to 8 

10.        If no more complex gate to swap then 

11.           swap smallest inverter to LVT 

12.            timing closed? if yes go to 16 

13.            if no, go to 11 & repeat 11-12 for next sized inverter 

14.                timing closed if yes go to 16 

15.                if no, report current slack for the path and got to 16 

16.    select next path and repeat 6-15 

17.        if no more path to fix timing then go to 20 

18.                                  }   

19.     Exit no Vt upgrade available # Already reached limit 

20. END 

 

5.2.1.3 Internal Pin, Pre-Placing Critical Logic and Algorithm 

Common design methodology is to use a bounding box for the macro i.e., abstract with 

input and output pins around the edges having appropriate metal usages to contact with the chip. 

In general, the macro gets a lower level of wires to route to the edge. However, synthesis can 

come up with a sub-optimal solution or a chain of buffers on the paths, which may create timing 

fails at the macro or unit boundary. The data of this experiment has been analyzed and it is found 

that boundary paths can easily be improved by guiding synthesis to place the timing-critical 

Primary Input (PI) and Primary Output (PO) pins right on top of the driving or receiving logic 
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gates. Although this methodology reduces a good portion of failed paths in the design, this can 

be viewed as a source of two potential problems. First, it can create a local congestion i.e., 

synthesis may end up placing critical logic in the same vicinity, and the router may end up 

fighting for routing channels. Second, the unit router must access the deeper part of the macro, 

and thus needs a higher layer of metal and can create a routing resource conflict.  

A pseudo algorithm, “Algorithm 5.3”, is presented here to explain how “interior pin” 

methodology is incorporated to close timing in this MMLGS test case.  

Algorithm 5.3: pseudo code for interior pin 

1. START 

2.     PI/PO names for interior pin placement exists? 

# User provide a file with desired PI/PO for interior pin 

3.     if yes { 

4.   add lowest net weight value to PI/PO nets 

5.  interior_pin=yes 

6.            } 

7.     do initial placement of the gates 

8.     if interior_pin=yes { 

9.    place PI/PO PIN over the receiving/driving gates 

10.    Assign pins to coarse grid for routability 

11.   Legalize pin location (fine grid, blockage aware) 

12.                        } 

13.   optimize gate placement to close timing 

14.   optimize drive strengths 

15.   continue with normal synthesis optimization flow 

16. END 

Synthesis does very good job working on complex, Boolean equations of non-structured 

control type logic macro. To save area and close timing, synthesis tools need “hand holding” i.e., 

placement information for timing-critical and data-flow oriented logic. In MMLGS, embedded 
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IPs and custom or array macros are pre-placed; otherwise, synthesis would simply not be able to 

complete the placement of the gates. Even in smaller MMLGS with 1 or 2 embedded IPs, pre-

placing these IPs according to their data-flow is highly recommended for better quality of results. 

In addition to hard IPs and custom components, synthesis most often needs placement and logic 

topology information for critical logic such as encoder, decoder, and mux select to converge to a 

desired solution. This pre-placement is generally a one-time job that requires understanding the 

data flow of the macro. A sample placement file that is being called during synthesis is shown in 

Fig. 5.4. 

   begin_place                     

     place <inst_name> xloc yloc <rot> movetype=fixed 

   end_place 

   where 

   <inst_name>: name of instance in VHDL 

   xloc: x-coordinate of the instance in floor-plan 

   yloc: y-coordinate of the instance in floor-plan 

   <rot>: rotation of the instance in floor-plan 

   movetype: instance can be moved in synthesis or not 

Fig. 5.4: A sample placement file. 
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5.2.2 Proposed Multi-Power Design Methodology for MMLGS 

 

Fig. 5.5: Example of a generic “Level Translator” (LT). 

Signals that are going to a high-power domain require a special circuitry called “level 

translator” (LT), to minimize static power loss or reliability of circuit operation because when a 

signal is propagating from low to high voltage domain, the downstream circuit could stay ON if 

the difference in power supply is greater than or equal to the threshold of the gate. There are 

number of ways LT can be designed. However, for methodology development, a generic version 

shown in Fig. 5.5 is used  as an example, where input “IN” and output “OUT” are on “VDD” and 

“VIO” power supply respectively with common ground pin as “GND”. The top part of middle 

cross-couple logic is on VIO and lower part is on VDD power supply domain. In an automated 

design flow: 1) a tool is needed to check this power domain crossing and 2) make sure level 

translators have been instantiated with correct connectivity. In addition, the tool must understand 

not only the voltage translator function but also placement of the gate, timing and wiring of the 

path so that correct gates are connected to correct power supplies. However, the standard 

synthesis tool flow has the limitation in performing this basic function as explained in Fig. 5.6, 

where multiple voltage is used in the design. 
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Fig. 5.6: “Level Translator” (LT) is expected to drive gate with “VIO”. 

 In Fig. 5.6, the circuit connectivity shows how a generic synthesis tool is unable to handle 

the connectivity and placement of multi-voltage gates in the design. In this example, the logic 

gate “LG1” with power supply VDD is driving LT that has a VDD and VIO power supply. LT is 

driving the logic gate “LG2” and thus “LG2” is expected to have VIO power supply; however, 

the generic synthesis tool incorrectly place “LG2” in VDD domain area and connects it to VDD 

power supply instead. 

5.2.2.1 Parameters in Synthesis for Multi-Power Design 

To help the synthesis tool to understand power supply nets, designers need to add proper 

“attributes” in VHDL so that synthesis can apply appropriate power names and constraints 

during placement, optimization and connectivity. Examples of such “attributes” are shown as 

follows in example (5.2) and (5.3) for power pins. 

 attribute pin_power_domain of <net_name> : signal is "vio";               (5.2) 

 attribute pin_power_domain of <net_name> : signal is "vdd";              (5.3) 

 Example: 

 attribute pin_power_domain of   tc_pcie_wr_scan_diag_dc: signal is "vio"; 
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 attribute pin_power_domain of tc_pcie_wr_scan_dis_dc_b: signal is "vdd"; 

 When it comes to placing an embedded IP, LT or any special circuits, the synthesis tool 

needs “hand holding” to get placement information. In order to properly place these level 

translator macros and IP, synthesis needs pre-placement for better quality of routings and timing. 

This pre-placement is generally a one-time job that requires understanding the pin placement and 

macro micro architecture. In this design experiment the level translator that is driven by “vdd” 

logic and output supply of level translator is on “vio”. This level translator is driving array logic 

which is also an embedded custom component (IP) with “vio” as power supply in this design. An 

example of placement file for LT or embedded IP that is being called during synthesis is given 

below in Fig. 5.7.  

   begin_place                

      place <inst_name> xloc yloc <rot> movetype=fixed 

   end_place 

   where 

   <inst_name>: name of instance in VHDL 

   xloc: x-coordinate of the instance in floor-plan 

   yloc: y-coordinate of the instance in floor-plan 

   <rot>: rotation of the instance in floor-plan 

   movetype: instance can be moved in synthesis or not 
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   Example: 

   begin_place 

       place  xlvlshifter_200 20664 10688 Y 180 movetype=fixed 

       place   xlvlshifter_300 28152 8592 N 0 movetype=fixed 

   end_place 

Fig. 5.7: Example of placement file for LT. 

 To compensate the delay due to addition of level translator (LT), router can use higher 

layers of metal with a cost function to meet timing as shown below in example (5.4): 

  <Flow>: <wire_code> <time gain> <routing layers>              (5.4) 

  synthesis_layer_traits       : W20S10L15 3 3 M2 X3  

   The layer directive constraint forces the timing critical nets route on the higher metal 

layers since the wires on the higher layers have smaller delay in advance technology nodes [60]. 

In example 5.4, W20S10L15 means double wide and single spaced M1-M5 metal layers can be 

used if tool finds a gain of 3ps on the net. The last argument indicates available routing layers. 

 Fig. 5.8 illustrates an example of the desired placement and connectivity of logic gates 

(LG) in mulit-power synthesis methodology. The LG and the embedded components are 

expected to be physically placed according to their power-supply attributes added in HDL. The 

LTs   are expected to be placed and connected properly as the interface circuit between the 

signals crossing different power domains. As an example shown in Fig. 5.8, the placement 

regions have been divided mainly into two regions. The components on VDD power-supply are 
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placed on the left side and the components on VIO power-supply are placed on the right side of 

the macro. Based on the physical design requirements, this scheme can be easily extrapolated to 

multi-voltage design. 

 

Fig. 5.8: Expected placement and connectivity of component in multi-power synthesis. 

 

5.2.2.2 Proposed Algorithm for Multi-Power Synthesis 

  To recognize placement, timing constraints and appropriate connectivity for LT, 

including proper power and ground routings as described in Fig. 5.8 an algorithm is developed 

[61] for synthesis, presented as pseudo code in “Algorithm 5.4”. This algorithm makes sure any 

signals which are referenced to the alternate power supply are hidden from buffer/gates which 

would be connected to the primary power supply as intended. 

 While the proposed “Algorithm 5.4” is used in design flow, Fig. 5.11, synthesis 

parameter also being incorporated so that synthesis can use faster gates, re-structure logic gates if 
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needed to close timing on these critical nets. This parameter enable synthesis algorithm to 

upgrade Vt (faster gates due to lower threshold voltage) to a user specified limit and override the 

project specified limit, with an expense of allowable static power in the circuit. 

 Algorithm 5.4: pseudo code to connect multi-power for Level Translator (LT), pre-place 

embedded IP or other component including LT if requested by user and apply wire trait if path is 

timing critical during automated synthesis methodology. 

1: Start find_multi_power_domain   ## This code is called during synthesis  

2: Define primary power supply = vdd   ## Macro power supply 

3: Define secondary power supply= vio   

## embedded IP/Level Translator (LT)/logic gate with vio supply 

4:  Primary Input = PI  ## Primary input to the macro 

5: Primary Output = PO  ## Primary output to the macro 

6: if pre placement file exist { 

7:  pre-place all instances during synthesis as requested by the user 

8:          } 

9:      read macro VHDL { 

10:       get power supply names: VHDL has attribute pin_power_domain  

     ## should have both vdd and vio as power supply 

11.  read all macro pins and get  attributes ## collect power attributes for synthesis  

12.  read all embedded IP pins and get  attributes  

     ## this includes level translators and embedded IP 

13    } 

14:         if PI attribute = vdd { ## Input on primary power supply, vdd 

15:   all downstream logic connected to PI inherit vdd as power supply 

16:        if PI or logic connects to embedded IP { 

## IP=arrays or Level Translator (LT) 

17:           check PI attribute with embedded IP’s PIN attribute 

18:       if both attributes match {hide secondary power vio}  

19:        else {  

20:            severe errors and exit from synthesis 

21:            check logic for power connectivity  

       ## formal verification tool (gyzer)  
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22:                    }  ## checks power connectivity 

23:                 } 

24:            proceed with normal synthesis flow  

  ## Synthesis will use power attribute to correctly place logic gates in VDD region 

25:              } 

26:      else { ## Input on secondary power supply, vio  

27:   all downstream logic connected to PI inherit vio as power supply 

28:            if PI or logic connects to embedded IP {   

      ## IP=arrays or Level Translator(LT) 

29:           check PI attribute with embedded IP’s PIN attribute 

30:     if both attributes match {hide primary power supply vdd} 

31:     else {  

32:            severe errors and exit from synthesis 

33:            check logic for proper power connectivity 

34:          } 

35:                   } 

36:   proceed with normal synthesis flow}  

  ## Synthesis will use power attribute to correctly place logic gates in VIO region  

37:            } 

38:      if PO attribute = vdd {   ## Output on primary power supply, vdd 

39:    check driving logic or IP’s PO attributes 

40:    If both attributes match {hide secondary power vio} 

41:    else {  

42:     Severe errors and exit from synthesis 

43:     Check logic for proper connectivity  

44:          } 

45:    proceed with normal synthesis flow 

46:               } 

47:      else {      ## Primary Output with vio supply 

48:   check driving logic or IP’s PO attributes 

49:    If both attributes match {hide primary power supply vdd} 

50:    else {  

51:     severe errors and exit from synthesis 

52:     check logic for proper connectivity 

53:          } 

54:    proceed with normal synthesis flow 
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55:               } 

56:   read timing report of the macro 

57:  calculate slack on the PI/PO nets of the LT    

     ## To determine whether LT is on critical path or not 

58:      if {slack < 5ps} { ##5ps is an example here.  

##It is really project default or user specified slack      

##target on critical nets, which varies technology to 

##technology and based on circuit design topology.  

59:         add this net to critical net bucket 

##critical_net_bucket consists of timing critical nets 

     ##which are generated during synthesis’s timing run. 

60:   for each net in critical_net_buckets { 

61:      apply wire trait algorithm and parameter as requested by user 

62:          if still needed apply Vt upgrade if design is within power limit 

63:                } 

64:          } 

65: end find_multi_power_domain 

 

5.2.3 Proposed Timing Methodology for Sync-Async Interface 

As explained in Chapter 4, to save power, latches operate in pulse mode, where only 

slave clock (C2) toggles and both master clock (C1) and scan clock (scan_clk) are tied high. In 

timing methodology, there are several timing methodologies and techniques available for 

industry leaders to use during all levels of chip hierarchy to take advantage of slack sharing. In 

this dissertation, IBM’s existing methodology called “Rise Edge Adjust of Leading clock” or 

“REAL” in short for latch and LCB is expanded to develop the macro and unit/chip timing 

methodology for sync-async interface. In Section 4.3, it is explained how latches work in pulse 

mode with a timing diagram. In “Auto REAL Adjust” or “ARA” mode of timing, the leading 

edge of the clock virtually moves out to allow data to arrive late to give timing relief. With the 

application of ARA, overall slack can be improved, i.e. the data launch in next cycle gets delayed 

by same amount, which gives designers freedom to steal cycle by looking at two or more 
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consecutive cycles. Appropriate cutoffs are placed in the flow so that only a set-maximum-slack 

is borrowed from a downstream path, leaving a minimum positive slack in the logic. 

ARA methodology works well in the areas of synchronous design. However, ARA cannot 

be done at: i) where there is an inverted feedback path to the latch as a state saving mechanism as 

shown in Fig. 5.9, and ii) at sync-async interface as shown in Fig. 5.10. For the feedback paths, 

in addition to turning off ARA, there must be a “hold” test in “late-mode” timing because late 

arrival “data_in” can overwrite the inverted feedback data. Thus, an algorithm is proposed here 

to add to the existing synchronous timing methodology to deal with paths with an inverted 

feedback loop. 

In Section 4.4, the need for sync-async latch pack is explained where clock crosses the 

asynchronous boundary. Timing methodology at this interface must be clearly understood so that 

the design is not at risk for metastability condition. Thus, the methodology of “Auto REAL 

Adjust” cannot be applied as shown in Fig. 5.10, at sync-async interface logic. This problem 

leads to develop macro synthesis and automatic timing methodology at sync-async interface for 

all levels of the chip hierarchies i.e. MMLGS, unit and chip. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.9: Latch with feedback path. 
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Fig. 5.10:  No auto REAL adjust at sync-async interface. 

 An algorithm is proposed here, which would find the names of clocks the latches are 

connected to and to examine the phase relationships between them. If they are out of sync based 

on the clock phase definition of the project, then both synthesis and timing tool would add these 

latches to “Auto REAL Adjust” (ARA) exclusion list and slack will not be shared between them. 

For the proposed methodology and algorithm development, IBM’s home grown tool called 

“geyzer” under the umbrella of formal verification tool “simarama” [62] was used. This tool 

checks for the existence of synchronous-asynchronous clock domain and makes sure that sync-

async latch packs are used at this domain crossing. Once this interface is identified, the proposed 

synthesis and timing methodology do not allow any “auto REAL adjust” at this interface. 

 To support the timing and synthesis methodology at both synchronous and sync-async 

interfaces, the following “Algorithm 5.5” (pseudo code) is proposed in macro synthesis, unit and 

chip timing environment. The application of “Algorithm 5.5”, Fig. 5.11, allows us to apply 

appropriate credits to the timing failed paths at any level of physical design hierarchy. Proposed 

methodology examines the slack sharing criterions i.e. 1) make sure right clocking interfaces, 2) 

non-inverting feedback loop between the input and output and 3) has enough slack to share. 

Once these criterions are met, appropriate slack relief will be applied at all level of the physical 
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design hierarchies during macro synthesis and timing for both synchronous and sync-async 

interfaces.  

Algorithm 5.5: pseudo code for proposed timing methodology to apply “Auto REAL adjusts” 

##pseudo code to identify latch path to apply Auto “REAL” adjust” 

 1:  start chip_timing_run 

 2:   start unit_timing_run 

 3:         Start macro_timing_run 

 4:             slack_sharing_algorithm  { 

 5:                 for each latch in the design:   

 ## Tool read design netlist to identify if a candidate for real adjust 

 6: step1: 

 7:             if {inverted feedback loop exists at latch input}{ 

 8.                      perform late mode hold check at latch and  

             add latch name to timing tool’s REAL adjust exclude list 

9.                         } 

10:             else { 

11: read out_of_clock_phase output file to recognize the existence of    

SyncAsync latch  

#geyzer, a part of IBM’s simarama formal verification tool [62], is used in this 
#exercise that creates out_of_clock_phase output file (SyncAsync Latch) after 

#reading logic code. 

12:          info <= split sync_async_latch file   

13:                 foreach info {  

14:             add latch to timing tool’s REAL adjust exclude list   

            ## Cannot share slack across latches 

15:                        } 

16:                        }  

17:           else { 

18:                     meets slack criteria on input (n) and output (n+1) of latch   

    ## Has enough positive slacks to share between two cycles.   

19:    input needs slack relief (negative slack) and output side (positive slack) is > cutoff 

slack to provide relief? 

20:    step2: Determine real adjust value (X ps) at point n borrowing up to the real adjust limit 

 ## X ps (pico second) varies from design to design so that both late and  

early mode timings are met 

 ## Depending on all design constraints and technology variability  
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21:    step3: Credit setup test at n by X ps 

22:    step4: Delay clock launch segment to n+1 by X ps to reflect the borrowed amount 

 ## Slack borrowing by X ps from next cycle(n+1) 

23: step5: Recalculate and report slacks at n and n+1 

24:          re-iterate if requested 

25:                 } 

26:                              } 

27: create macro_timing_rule 

28: end macro_timing rule 

29:      load unit_netlist         { 

30: if {unit_level_latch exist} {apply slack_sharing_algorithm} 

31:        create unit_timing_rule } 

32:    end unit_timing_rule 

33:    load macro_timing_rule 

34:    load unit_timing_rule 

35:    run chip_timing 

36:  end chip_timing_run 

 

Fig. 5.11 represents the proposed design flow dealing with sync-async interface and 

multi-power domain in MMLGS, unit and chip level timing as outlined in Sections 5.2.2 and 

5.2.3. The proposed methodology steps for multi-voltage and sync-async interface have been 

added as dotted box to the existing design flow. For multi-power domain synthesis, Algorithm 

5.4 has been added to the traditional flow. Similarly, for multi-clock design methodology, a list 

of sync-async latches is passed to synthesis and all timing steps so that slack sharing at sync-

async interface does not take place while rest of the design can take timing relief as outlined in 

Algorithm 5.5.  
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Fig. 5.11: Proposed design flow at sync-async interface and multi-power domain paths. 

5.3 Congestion Analysis in MMLGS 

 In practice, different flavors of congestions can occur during physical synthesis 

optimization. To guide the tools to mitigate the congestion, congestion models and metrics are 

necessary. Congestion creates more routing and timing challenges than logic designers can 

anticipate due to the tendency of sharing of same physical proximity. Even though congestion 

problems have been considered as physical construction problem, the logic coding style can 

contribute a fair amount of challenges in routing a macro. Since most of the physical designers 

are not familiar with logic, fixing congestion thus take a high toll on physical implementation 

and can become critical path to chip design schedule. Some detail placement techniques, such as 
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dynamic programming could be used as well for better timing and congestion. The spreading 

techniques [63-64] are used to mitigate the global and detail routing congestion. Congestion 

could come from: a) Global interconnect such as IO placement of the chip, wiring channel 

allocation for global wiring to go over macros, b) Local congestion such as bad macro pin 

placements and limited routing resources for macros, and c) Logic induced congestion such as 

logic structure and cell selection. A common example is an extremely wide multiplexor.  An 

example of local congestion is shown in Fig. 5.12, where input pins of the embedded hard IP are 

blocked by the clock reservation. Since clock PIN reservations are fixed by methodology, in 

order to fix the local congestion, the IP placement is moved around for a better PIN accessibility 

to the IP. However, congestion could happen at the higher metal layers when nets are blindly 

promoted to achieve best timing results [65]. 

There are few ways to address all these congestion problems by carefully coding and 

placing macro pins, and allocating routing resources. The spreading techniques are used to 

mitigate global and detail routing congestion for both vertical and horizontal wiring resources. 

For more details about congestion analysis, please refer to Appendix A2, 2.1 and 2.2. Modern 

synthesis tool has come a long way to perform congestion aware routing in short time by using 

cost function when create logic structures for placement algorithm. 

 

Fig. 5.12: Local congestion problem in synthesis. 
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With the latest fast global router and benchmarks containing information to perform both 

placement and global routing, it is now possible to perform routability-driven global placement 

using accurate congestion estimation techniques. Some work in this area [66-74] have shown 

promising results. In this dissertation, analysis of the routing quality of the post routed unit with 

following data is done to make sure: a) design will be robust and pass all backend tools, b) still 

have enough routing and physical placement allocation for future changes. 

 In RLM (Random Logic Macro) design methodology, the layout is expected to be clean 

by construction. This means the routed design must pass all physical design verification (PDV) 

checks such as DRC (Design Rule Checker), LVS (Layout vs Schematics), YIELD (defect less 

chip) plus all electrical rule checks. However, it is not uncommon that due to the routing 

constraints and congestion, the router would leave the design with a handful number of failures 

that need manual clean-ups. 

5.4 Noise Analysis in MMLGS 

In general, noise is not a problem in smaller macros, especially RLM because of the 

random nature of the routings. However, in a larger design, MMLGS as an example, circuit 

malfunctions can occur anywhere when composite noise is greater than the noise margin of the 

design because of the long run of wires side-by-side, especially in congested areas. Thus, noise 

simulations are performed for every net of the design using a gate-level noise simulation tool, 

which analyzes R(f)L(f)C data of a synthesized circuit for evaluation. To fix noise failures in the 

design, an automated parameter-based solution is much more effective, where the designer can 

restrict routing layers, shield nets, space out neighbors, buffer nets, if possible, to change the 

timing window of the aggressors, so that composite noise amplitude is below threshold of the 

noise margin.   
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5.5 Electromigration in MMLGS 

Unidirectional current flow can lead to interconnect (wires and vias) degrade by causing 

an open in the circuit that is termed as Electromigration (EM) and there by shortening the time to 

failure(TTF), which is model as follows [75]: 

            TTF α exp(c/T)/Jdc
2                  (5.5) 

           Where T is temperature and Jdc is current density. 

As equation (5.5) suggests, EM gets worse very quickly at higher temperature, especially 

around power and ground supply. To prevent this scenario, a power router is run to make sure 

design has adequate wide strapping and VIAS (contacts between wires) for both power and 

ground routing. To ensure EM reliability, global signal nets such as clock nets needed to be 

looked at in MMLGS macros. The bidirectional current in global signal line causes self-heating 

of interconnect because of the electrical power dissipation due to resistance of interconnect [76], 

which can be determined by following equation (5.6). 

 Ieff=SQRT((switching factor/tcycle*fi2 (t)d(t)))               (5.6) 

 where i(t) is instantaneous current and tcycle is cycle time. 

 In order to limit Ieff for a robust design methodology, the following individual options 

can be combined: 

• Use higher layer metals for longer nets 

• Add more vias on wider nets 

• Divide and buffer nets to reduce loads 
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5.6 Bug Fixes and Design Change in MMLGS 

While late bug fixes and new functional changes are common and expected, a fully 

automated way to incorporate these Engineering Change Orders (ECO) is an important factor to 

reduce turnaround time. Later in the design cycle, a fully automated way to perform these ECOs 

not only saves time to implement but also allows designers to work on multiple changes 

simultaneously. In a fully synthesized methodology, designers will have more flexibility to add 

or change logic without ripping up the existing design. It is very common that highly complex 

unit will see anywhere between 5-10 bugs to fix every week and thus will require a few 

engineers to work in parallel, creating dependencies on each other for timing and backend design 

closures. However, in the proposed design methodology, one designer can incorporate all 

changes in MMLGS, as high as ~500 logic gates, in one automated ECO process, giving the tool 

an opportunity to optimize more efficiently across logical boundaries. It is recommended that 

these ECO gates to be ~500 logical gates because beyond that, the design may start to see local 

routing and timing degradation given that the ECO tool works only in areas where the design has 

been changed, keeping the rest of the design fairly unchanged. Should the designer need to add 

more gates, a full synthesis is recommended instead of incremental. In a regular or “vanilla” 

synthesis flow, where each macro is designed independently, a big ECO of approximately 400-

500 logical gates may involve multiple macros. Thus, the designers must incorporate the changes 

independently and may result in a sub-optimal solution, requiring more time to implement. 

Proposed MMLGS methodology can reduce TAT significantly to incorporate this late change by 

combining many ECOs together. The runtime of a big ECO depends on how the existing design 

is, regarding congestion, timing, and routing resources. On the average, a timing-aware ECO in 

the MMLGS can take approximately 3 to 4 hours runtime for just the synthesis part. 
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Chapter 6 

Experimental Results 

 
 
 
6.1 Multi-Million Logic Gate Synthesis (MMLGS) Methodology 

6.1.1 Experiment Setup Using the L2 Cache Unit in IBM’s Power8 

Fig. 6.1 shows the floor-plan of IBM’s Power8 microprocessor design, the picture on the 

right is a part of the die which shows the inclusion of L2 cache unit that was used as a test case 

for this research work. This MMLGS has 512 Kilo-Byte of cache that interface with “core” 

providing faster access rate. The L2 cache unit has interfaces with both the core and the L3 

cache. Part of the L2 cache unit that interfaces with the core, operates at 1:1 (4.5 GHz) clock 

frequency, i.e., the same speed as the core, supporting high-performance core logic design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1: IBM’s P8 Microprocessor. 
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The rest of the L2 unit’s clock operates synchronously at 2:1 (2.25 GHz) interfacing cache and 

directory support; i.e., half of the core frequency. The L2 cache unit represents an interesting test 

case for developing a synthesis methodology for the following reasons: 

• It is an area-challenged unit. 

• It has both 1:1 and 2:1 clocking methodology. 

• The paths on 1:1 clocking are timing challenged. 

• It requires dual-voltage routing and clock gating. 

• It uses a combination of data flow and control macros. 

• It is a large unit to challenge tool methodology and data management. 

As benchmark data for the L2 test case unit, a timing-closed and routed design that has a 

hierarchical bottom-up design, i.e., each individual macro is built and timing clean, has been 

studied, Fig. 6.2. This benchmark data is a part of IBM’s next-generation microprocessor, 

Power8TM, which is already in production. Some of these macros were built as custom design, 

and some were fully synthesized with individual macro boundaries. The PD resources based on 

the benchmark design have been tabulated at the end of this chapter to compare with the 

proposed design methodology. Once the benchmark data was set, a “vanilla” synthesis flow was 

tried on a minimally placed L2 cache unit to set the bar for baseline experiments and shown how 

the current industry-standard synthesis flow is broken in placing timing-critical gates, routing 

and closing timing of the design. After that, proposed design methodology was followed to 

produce data to compare with each other. The same routing layers, wiring resources and timing 

constraints were used in all subsequent experiments to compare the results apples-to-apples.  
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Fig. 6.2: Floor-plan of test case: L2 cache unit. 

6.1.2 Placement of Macros 

The macro placement follows the uArch and data flow of the unit, keeping critical paths 

in mind. To better guide synthesis for better wiring, congestion and timing, a well-planned unit 

floor-plan is an essential component so that pin placement, metal usages and data flow of the 

macro can be determined earlier in the design flow. In this test case, most of the critical paths 

existed between the Load Store unit of the core and L2 cache to support demand load requests. 

However, with a synthesis-based L2 cache design, L2 internal paths turned out to be as critical as 

the external paths. Thus, closing the timing for the L2 internal paths became one of the 

challenges in this design methodology.  The array-based macros such as cache and LRU were 

pre-placed to align the data flow of the chip and the unit. These array macros were designed 

either as full custom or growable arrays using the methodologies explained in Section 4.3. To 

develop MMLGS methodology, “black-box” methodology for these arrays, where synthesis uses 

the array’s timing rule and placement information, was used to optimize the rest of the design 

during the physical design flow. 
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6.1.3 Power Routing 

The power grid in the unit is generally dictated by the power grid of the chip and how 

units are being architected to support power budget of the chip. However, in today’s high-speed 

and high-performing chip, it is very common that a unit like the L2 cache demands two power 

grids, one for regular logic (Vdd) and other for cache design (Vcs). Vcs, slightly higher than 

Vdd, is required for SRAM cells for performance and stability at low voltage operation.  

Centering SRAM cell Vt higher and keeping Vcs sufficiently high mitigate these problems while 

still allowing logic circuits to scale further for ac power reduction. Thus, to support multiple 

voltage domains, synthesis methodology was used to support both power routings. Based on 

certain areas of the floor-plan design, a dual-voltage domain existed and the power supply grid 

was designed to support internal voltage (IR) drop requirements for the chip. 

6.1.4 Clock Routing 

Multistage clock buffer trees between the PLL and sector buffers of L2 cache unit were 

designed as symmetrically as possible to maintain the low skew at the input to the sector buffer. 

Clock routing is generally done as a pre-route for the unit. In a smaller macro, the clock PINs are 

top down inside the macro and synthesis treats those PINs as a global pin and thus clock router is 

not being run at macro level. However, for a big design, like L2, a clock router was called once 

the macro’s layout was generated with pre-reserved routing channel only for clock nets to 

connect the mesh clock of LCB with clock buffers. Global clock buffer columns were pre-placed 

and reserved for clock buffers as shown in Fig. 6.2, three vertical columns, where synthesis was 

prohibited to place any functional-logic-gate i.e. these columns were reserved only for clock-

sector-buffers and clock-routings to maintain the desired clock skew of such a high- preforming 

and timing challenged unit. 
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 A set of well-defined synthesis constraints (parameter) is a pre-requisite to close timing 

and routing of any design. It is very important to write the logic in such a way that it has good 

logical boundaries to close timing and fits in the macro’s physical size with reasonable utilization 

for downstream Physical Design (PD) rule checks. A tool aware of power and timing 

optimization engines could cut down the design cycle time and manual intervention of fixes. 

PDSrtl [77], a modified version of Placement Driven Synthesis (PDS), is used to build and route 

the L2 unit with user’s input such as assertions, logic and PHYSCELL (Text version of physical 

abstract) as outlined in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2. PDSrtl has a list of extensive features to design 

the macros, which include late and early timing, power, electrical and physical design rule check 

feedback. It also provides flexibility for the designers to add some user parameter to pre-place 

part of the critical logic, latches, Local Clock Buffers (LCBs), etc. As explained in Section 4.2, 

LCB enables MS latches to operate in pulse mode in all phases of physical design.  

In synthesis timing methodology, cycle stealing enables timing relief for the designers to 

close critical timing paths, and in most cases, saves power. While closing timing, for both early 

and late mode within the project- defined slew (rise/fall time) limit, is a very difficult task, this 

design methodology produced excellent results with synthesis by delivering a routed unit that 

was a production quality design. In conjunction with current design methodology, after the 

design was routed, another post processing tool was ran on the routed unit to fix some electrical 

and timing violations such as slew and slack as a part of automated design flow to make the 

design ready for physical design verification, extraction and timing-rule generation. To close the 

design with developed MMLGS methodology, focus was given to the timing, area, power and 

congestion of the unit as discussed in next sections. 
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6.1.5 Timing Results 

A timing contract, to describe boundary condition such as arrival and departure time, 

slope and loading at the input and output, was used to allow both unit and chip level design to be 

analyzed and iterated independently and thereby reducing the turnaround time. One way of 

addressing timing closure of hierarchical block-based designs is to allocate timing budgets to all 

the subsystem components, including the global interconnects [78-83]. Timing optimization 

techniques, such as buffering, gate sizing, cell movement, Vt swapping, cloning, logic 

decomposition, inverter merging, connection reordering, local logic remapping, can then be 

applied to fix timing problems. Even though the timing out of ‘Rapids’ (IBM’s home grown tool 

which fixes post routing electrical and violations if there is any) was considered a first good pass 

for the designers but as a golden rule both early and late case timing corners were analyzed with 

a gate level sign-off tool. While working on the synthesis flow, several synthesis knobs were 

used to close the timing. Fig. 6.3 shows how each bucket of negative slack came down as 

proposed design methodologies were applied. 

 

Fig. 6.3: Slack buckets for synthesis methodology. 
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The slack data in Fig. 6.3 shows that around 65000 negative paths were found in the 

“base line” experiment. As the proposed methodologies were applied sequentially, 

approximately 18000, 19000, 9000, and 13000 paths were improved with Soft Hierarchy (SH), 

Vt Upgrade, Interior PIN and ‘Rapids’ methodology, respectively. Both SH and Vt upgrade gave 

the most timing benefit compared to other options just because the synthesis tool found better 

optimization options to resolve timing fails. Contrary to popular belief, it was interesting to find 

in this experiment that the “Vt Upgrade” option actually optimized the design better to improve 

timing-failed paths. For this option, the total power of the design was monitored carefully so that 

the design complies with the power requirements for the project. The ‘Rapids’ option brought the 

negative slacks further down by optimizing the drive load ratio of any given gate. Once ‘Rapids’ 

was done, a timing tool was run on the routed netlist and found that ‘Rapids’ left approximately 

3600 total timing paths unfixed. However, of this number, only approximately 600 were unique 

paths. Analysis further found that most of these 600 paths had approximately 15 common nets; 

thus, by fixing some of these common nets, the design could be closed. The design was then 

loaded in a GUI environment. After a few iterations of manual effort, the timing failed paths 

were closed easily. 

In summary, approximately 65000 negative paths were found in the base line experiment. 

However, after applying the proposed design methodology flow for SH, Vt Upgrade and Interior 

PIN, the total number of failed paths were only about 18000, which was more than 70% 

improvement over the base line experiment. As mentioned above, the remaining 18000 timing-

failed paths were closed using Rapids and other GUI based home-grown internal tools by the 

physical design engineers.  
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Fig. 6.4: Area distribution of logical gates. 

6.1.6 Silicon Area Results 

One of the goals of this experiment was to find out how the synthesis tool came out with 

area distribution for gates used in the design. Since MMLGS has a total picture of the gates to be 

used in the unit by breaking macro boundary, it can easily optimize gate usages for better timing 

and power. Fig. 6.4 shows that the complex gate usages did not swing much but the usages of the 

inverter changed in some cases as the timing was closed with the proposed design methodology. 

The usages of inverter in this design was overwhelmingly more than any other gates, 

which was expected because of longer wire run length (RC) in MMLGS. However, as the timing 

critical paths were analyzed, logical and electrical efforts were taken into consideration to look at 

the opportunities to make sure complex gates were utilized for minimum path delay and remove 

unnecessary buffers, dangling wires etc. The opportunities to forward the logic, isolate critical 
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gate loading, isolate primary output (PO) from internal logic cone etc. were also looked at as an 

aid to make timing on critical and highly architected paths in the design. As explained in Section 

3.4 of Chapter 3, one of the advantages of MMLGS is, it can do better area optimization by 

placing logic gates next to each other. It can also eliminate extra buffering or redundant logic and 

thus saves silicon area. To find the area saving for L2 cache unit, an experiment with 10% less 

area was conducted and experimental data yielded with acceptable design quality for power, 

congestion and timing.  

6.1.7 Power Data 

Four major components of power consumption in VLSI circuits are:  

• Clock switching 

• Data switching, and 

• Device leakage.  

In this experiment a goal was set to stay in similar power envelope for the unit because: 1) 

synthesis has a built in mechanism to balance latch loading for each LCB i.e. if latches are on 

same clocking and power gating domain, synthesis can move around latches to balance timing 

and thus dynamic power, 2) it is desirable to get rid of unnecessary buffering and using complex 

gates to minimize logic functions by collapsing macro boundary, and 3) synthesis also optimizes 

available wiring resources to balance gate loading and thus saving the driving power of gates. 

Also, Local Clock Buffer (LCB) enables the latches to operate in pulse-mode, helping the design 

to stay within power budget by cutting clock toggling power for the design. Experimental data 

showed that there was no significant power difference between the final solution and custom and 

semi-custom based L2 cache unit design.  
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6.1.8 Results on Wire Usages 

The major challenges in high speed circuit design, L2 unit as an example here, is to route 

and make timing internally and externally. One should not only focus on successful routings of 

the macro but also make sure any future design changes can be incorporated with existing wiring 

resources and thus allocation of available wiring resources is a crucial step in the design. While 

there exists extensive literature on repeater insertion and layer assignment lately [84-86], most of 

them focus on improving the timing performance, and not much have been focused on 

congestion. Designers should not only pay attention to timing and local hot spots but also global 

congestions and future ECO process. In the test case design, 4 1X layers, 2 2X layers, 3 4X 

layers and 3 8X layers were allocated to route L2 unit as shown in Table 6.1. It was found in the 

experiment that the overall horizontal and vertical usages of the metals were about 56% and 

44%, which was optimal even though the macro size was not quite 1:1 in aspect ratio. For more 

details about routing analysis, please refer to Appendix A3. There is a common misconception 

that thicker or wider wires are always better but they are not, especially additional VIAs and 

aggressor capacitance may cause extra delay if attention is not paid. The following 

recommendation is followed in wire usages to close timing on critical paths in the design. 

• Keep wire delay low by using fat wires and redundant VIAs. 

• Keep wire capacitance low by placing critical logic together, increased spacing 

from adjacent aggressor wires, and routing critical nets adjacent to wires with 

different timing windows or routing them next to any static signals such as power 

and ground. 

• Remove any dangling wires especially for multi fan-out logic cones or share wires 

wherever possible. 
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Table 6.1: Wire usages in L2 cache unit routing. 

 

The test case, L2 cache unit, was routed and built in 22nm SOI technology, POWER8TM 

(P8), with 13 layers of physical wiring. The design was mostly done in static circuit design with 

pulse mode being the default working mode for the master-slave latch as a power reduction 

technique, explained in Section 4.2. Fig. 6.2 shows the base-line L2 unit design with macro 

partitioning, where all individual macros were designed with either custom, RLM or array design 

flow and then placed manually. 
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Fig. 6.5: Placed gates in L2 unit with synthesis methodology. 

Unit buffering and routing were done with a mix of upper and lower layers of metals by a 

dedicated unit integrator. Once completed, a unit timer would time the unit to close timing. This 

whole process was an iterative method that took many iterations for physical design verification 

checks, noise and electrical and timing checks. 

As a part of synthesis based methodology development, L2 cache unit was taken through 

the design flow using MMLGS methodology. Fig. 6.5 shows physical placement of the gates, 

including ECO gates for future change, after proposed synthesis flow, where gray boxes were 

pre-placed array macros. For more details about ECO process, please refer to Appendix A4. In 

methodology development, it was shown how negative slacks were coming down, keeping the 

design within similar (less than 2%) power budget to the conventional design.  To clean-up some 

post routing PDV and timing violations, “Rapids” was run to deliver error free routed design to 

the chip. For more details about timing-failed-paths and post-routing-statistical-data, please refer 

to Appendix A5 and A6 respectively. Compare to the baseline experiment, P8, newly introduced 

synthesis methodology and design flow for MMLGS, L2 cache unit design took almost 50% less 

resources even without dedicated unit timing and integration resources.  
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Table 6.2: Physical design resource comparison for L2 cache. 

Physical Design Resources Traditional Approach (P8) 
(man month) 

Synthesizable Unit 
Approach (man month) 

Ckt. Designer 18 12 

Unit Timer   6 0 

Unit Integrator   6 0 

Unit Ckt. Lead   6 0 

Total Resources 36 12 

 

The PD resources comparison is summarized in Table 6.2. 

The L2 cache unit, with around 20 million synthesizable transistors (excluding all array 

macros), many timing constraints, congestions and routing challenged critical nets, stretched all 

front and back-end tools by 2-3 times compared to the current available methodology used at 

IBM. The L2 cache unit designed with proposed design methodology was fully functional to 

operate around 4.8GHz to 2.4GHz. Due to aggressive fan-out, design integrity, tight power 

budget and schedules to market, the L2 cache unit had become a tremendous success for 

developing a MMLGS methodology for the future microprocessor industry.  

At the same time, examples were looked at to compare test case results with similar work 

from other industry leaders such as Intel, AMD and others. It is found that very few published 

works for high speed and high performing MMLGS. Most examples were found to be in ASIC 

domain at lower frequency i.e. sub-GHz ranges. Intel’s “Superblock” design [87] used similar 

concept of MMLGS, as stated in Chapter 3, but comparing to L2 cache unit for this experiment, 

it is at least 2-3 times smaller in transistor counts. Bobcat was AMD’s first easily synthesized 

CPU core area tradeoff when moving away from custom macros to more general designs but it 

was deemed worthwhile, which operates in the range of 1.3-1.6 GHz in 32 nm technology [88]. 
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Fig. 2.3 shows the comparison of macros design methodology used at IBM for last 16 years 

starting from 90nm technology. In 90nm, designs were mostly based on custom flow and as time 

progressed, a huge shift of custom and semi-custom design towards synthesizable macros 

(Random Logic Macros) was observed.   

6.2 Multi-Voltage Synthesis for MMLGS 

For synthesis to understand the voltage crossing nets and instances that are connected to 

different voltage domain, proposed methodology incorporated Algorithm 5.4 along with pre-

placement parameter, Fig. 5.4, and VHDL attributes as stated in example (5.2), example (5.3) in 

the test case. In the experiment, a MMLGS methodology was used, where array IP and LT were 

instantiated inside a synthesizable macro as shown in Fig. 6.6. This array was a growable 8 

transistor SRAM macro designed using semi-custom approach and the Level Translator (LT) was 

designed as custom using custom design methodology.  

In Fig. 6.6, the array is in solid gray color, LT is in solid green color, and Logic Gate (LG) 

driving Level Translator (LT) is in blue color. LT has both vdd and vio as power supply. LG, the  

 

Fig. 6.6: Use of level shifter in MMLGS. 
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driver of LT, has vdd power supply, while IP is on vio. This macro was built successfully through 

the proposed MMLGS flow with multi-voltage and routed using 22nm technology with careful 

pre-placement of the LT along with related logic grouping with respect to multi-power domain in 

floor-plan. Finally, equivalency check and all backend tools such as LVS, DRC, METH, 

extraction and timing were ran to make sure that the quality of the design was not compromised. 

Due to the addition of level translator, design may see degradation of timing. An example in (5.4) 

of Section 5.2.2.1 shows how wire traits can be used to introduce high performing wires at timing 

critical areas. In general, when wires are upgraded or made certain wires fat to reduce the RC 

delay of the timing critical paths, wire usages should be carefully studied in the design and made 

sure both horizontal and vertical wire usages are at balance and does not create congestion in the 

design. 

The experimental data showed that the proposed synthesis flow built MMLGS macro 

successfully in multi-power domain with the use of the proposed Algorithm 5.4. In addition to 

the proposed algorithm, wire traits parameters were successfully incorporated to route critical 

nets and pre-placement algorithm for level translator (LT) at the right power domains. A test case 

macro, that was built in custom design flow, was used as an example and implemented as 

MMLGS using the proposed design methodology for multi-power. The custom flow required 

manual schematics and layout design, where each transistor was hand-crafted to build the macro 

and satisfy the timing and backend tool flow requirements. On the other hand, proposed 

MMLGS methodology was fully automated and needed minimum intervention from the 

designer. This proposed synthesis-based MMLGS methodology allowed us to cut down the 

physical design efforts by more than 50%, shown in Table 6.3, in terms of physical design 

resources and time to deliver the timing and routing closed design to the unit and chip. 
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Table 6.3: Physical design resource comparison for a typical macro design. 

Macro Physical Design 
Activity 

Custom Design Approach 
in previous Chip Design 

(man week) 

Synthesis Design Approach 
(man week) 

Logic Study, Macro Sizing, 
Input/Output Placement, 
Routing Resource Study etc. 

2 2 

Schematic Design and 
Equivalency Check 

3 0 

Logic Gate Placement 1                     1 (if needed) 

Schematic Based Timing 
Tuning 

1 0 

Layout Design and Routing 4 1 

Post Layout Timing Closure 1 1 

Total 12 5 

 

6.3 Sync-Async Timing Methodology 

To take full benefit of the proposed timing methodology at sync-async interface, 

MMLGS macros were built with the proposed design flow shown in Fig. 5.11. For the proposed 

timing methodology development, a critical unit, from POWER8TM microprocessor design, was 

used. It was found that 1265 negative paths (approximately 28% of the total unit paths that were 

failing) shifted the slack buckets and gave a huge relief to close timing on critical paths as is 

shown in Fig. 6.7. In order to find data for both ARA and exclusion of ARA for timing at sync-

async interface as explained in Section 5.2.3, another set of examples was picked-up that had 6 

chip level functional units from POWER8TM microprocessor design . These two sets of examples 

were independent of each other. “Auto REAL Adjust” was applied across these units to take 

advantage of unused cycle time. As graphed in Fig. 6.8, the failed timing paths were gathered in 

three different ways: 
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Fig. 6.7: Distribution of negative paths with and without “Auto REAL Adjust”. 

1) Do not apply any credits as “REAL Adjust”, 2) Apply “REAL Adjust” across all macros, and 

3) Do not apply “REAL Adjust” for macros with sync-async interface latch and compare data to 

each other. In this exercise, it is found that in EN unit, 88% of the failed paths got timing relief. 

Also, only “EN” showed the presence of macros with sync-async interface latches because the 

total #of failed paths went up by 8% between experiment #2 and #3. 

To compensate this increase of timing failed paths, “Physical Design Solution” such as 

wire traits, Vt upgrade, logic re-structure was applied. However, as shown in Fig. 6.8, for “EN” 

unit there were still some timing failed paths which required logic changes to close timing. These 

data were based on fully routed, extracted and timed macros with black-boxed at unit and chip 

timing. For sync-async interface methodology development in synthesis, Fig.5.11, cycle stealing 

was being turned-off for all frontend tools, i.e. synthesis, empad (Early Mode Padding), MAR 

(Routing Tool) and ‘Rapids’, to make sure that macros did not have optimistic timing view before  
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Fig. 6.8: Slack distribution with/without “Auto REAL Adjust”. 

the unit/chip was timed. Experimental data clearly showed that the “Auto REAL Adjust” can be 

used across the units because the number of the failed paths improved by approximately 28% in 

one unit and 88% in another. However, in reality, due to the possibility of metastability at sync-

async interface, the full advantage of this timing relief could not be taken in EN unit and thus 

developed timing algorithm was applied to turn-off slack transfer at sync-async interface. For 

that reason, slack improvement reduced to 80%, which was still a phenomenal deal with much 

reduced risk factor, thereby saving a huge design efforts and most cases power for chip because 

designers did not have to apply power hungry gates to make timing at critical paths or interfaces. 

 

 

 

#of failed paths 
Changes due to different  
Methodologies 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Future Work 
 
 
 

To stay in competitive performance, functions and power envelop, challenging innovative 

design methodology and implementation techniques are most important to modular designs to 

cut down development cost. There has been a big shift in microprocessor design in favor of 

synthesis based design that needs multi-clock and multi-power support. Every power domain 

requires independent local power supply and grid structure and thus both front and back-end 

tools along with standard cell libraries need to optimize the design for worst case PVT (Process, 

Voltage, temperature) variations. Common gate libraries needed to be characterized for different 

voltage levels that are used in the design. Multi-power domains need multiple power grid 

structure and a suitable power distribution among them. For microprocessor or ASIC/SoC more 

careful floor-planning, synthesis algorithm, timing methodology to support power planning with 

addition of LT, are very essential.   

In Chapter 6, it was shown that MMLGS macro with 2-3 times bigger than industry 

standard was designed using the proposed design flows and algorithms which were explained 

and elaborated in Chapter 5. With aggressive timing closure, tight power budget and schedules to 

market, the L2 cache unit was an ideal test case for developing synthesis methodology in 

MMLGS for the future microprocessor industry. Experimental data showed that the proposed 

methodology enabled MMLGS in both multi-clock and multi-voltage domain and maximize 

timing benefits at all level of physical design hierarchies. It was successfully proven that 

physical design resources can be cut down by about 50%.  
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As the MMLGS based flow for L2 cache unit suggests, there are some white space at the 

wings of the unit. Another experiment with 10% less unit area was conducted with acceptable 

design quality, power, and timing. However, it is left for the future consideration of making the 

unit smaller. As mentioned earlier, this unit was used as an interesting test case to prove the 

proposed concept. Thus, upon successful implementation it is needless to mention that, other 

units such as L3 cache unit, memory controller unit or any other timing and area critical unit can 

be a good candidate to adopt this methodology to cut down future development cost, and 

turnaround time significantly as it did for the test case. 

While MMLGS methodology is proposed in this dissertation, there are still some areas that could 

be improved further for more productivity. Future improvement on the proposed methodology 

includes the following few areas. 

• While the MMLGS design methodology was developed, few constraint files were created 

and included manually in synthesis flow as an aid to improve the quality of the results. 

These constraints were: 1) wire traits file, 2) pre-placement file for embedded IP and, 3) 

placement file for soft-hierarchy etc. It would be more productive and time saving for the 

users if they did not have to create these constraints files manually and future synthesis 

methodology automatically incorporate the necessary steps as a part of MMLGS in both 

multi- clock and power domain. 

• As millions of gates being packed in MMLGS methodology, the physical size of the 

macro gets bigger and thus longer and higher levels of metals being used in MMLGS to 

route the macro within the project defined timing constraints. These longer and higher 

levels of metals drive more current and may be routed next to each other, which can 

cause more electromigration and noise problem in MMLGS compare to smaller RLM 
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macros. Thus, the future MMLGS methodology needs to focus more and work on better 

correlation of noise and electromigration issues during the synthesis flow so that no big 

surprise is found once the macro is built and extracted for all backend sign-off tools.  

• MMLGS methodology deals with millions of logic gates for both frontend and backend 

tools to improve the design efficiency. These tools include: synthesis, routing, Test 

Bench, PDV, electromigration, noise, power etc. The big data volume of MMLGS could 

create potential tool runtime and data volume problem i.e. users will need more working 

space to save the design data as well as more memory for the computers. To support 

these requirements, a future methodology is essential so that each tool can pick-up the 

data volume and machine with appropriate capacity on the fly to complete the job. 

• To save the runtime during ECO, MMLGS will need a methodology so that each tool in 

the backend flow is ran only on the area of the design that was changed. For example, if 

there was a noise fix or some logic gates being added in a particular area of the MMLGS, 

backend tool sets need to have the capability of running design checks only on the area 

that was changed rather than running on the whole design. This capability will reduce the 

backend tool run-time and memory usages of the machines significantly. 

• The proposed timing methodology for sync-async interface does not share any slack 

between latches at this interface. A future enhancement to this methodology can be 

developed so that “some” slack can still be shared so that design does not see any chance 

of metastability. This methodology development will require a “deep” study of 

technology variation due to PVT (Process, Voltage and Temperature) and factor that in to 

determine how much slack can be shared at sync-async interface safely. 
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Appendix 
 
 
 
A1 RodRunner library 

In this dissertation, IBM’s RodRunner based standard cell library was used to generate 

the layout for actual logic gates.  This pcell-based gate layout generation is automatic and 

physical design error free, which reduces the cost of standard cell library design. Designers can 

choose different gates with different thresholds and power levels to design power efficient 

circuits. In addition, the resources required to create the full cell library were greatly reduced 

because layout for each cell can be generated and updated automatically. For RLM, the use of 

RodRunner cells allowed a very large library of standard cells to be created giving synthesis 

maximum flexibility. A key benefit to RodRunner cell was the ability to make any DRC or 

methodology updates in a single location within the RodRunner cell. This change is instantly 

picked up across all instantiations of the cell, including standard cell library [56].  

A2 Congestion Analysis 

At high level design, routing resources are carefully analyzed to build bottom-up chip. 

Macros, unit and chip share the routing layers and create contracts between all hierarchies and 

make sure designs are routable and timing closed. Routing at highly critical areas and interfaces 

must be analyzed first so that designers have freedom to upgrade or widen wires to make time. 

However, widening wires of course create a congestion problem for the router. Congestion has 

been discussed in chapter 2.7 and 2.8 and explained how it is important to floor-plan so that local 

and global congestion can be avoided by smart PIN and IP placement inside unit and MMLGS. 

Also, the congestion is a function of the aspect ratio of the macro, unit and chip. Thus, when it 
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comes to floor-plan, designer should carefully analyze the data flow of the design and come-up 

with smart routing to avoid congestion. 

A2.1 Vertical Wiring Congestion 

Vertical wiring congestion is a function of the width, PIN and internal IP placement of 

the macro/unit. In L2 cache unit routing, experiment, as expected, not much congestion was 

observed due to unit’s aspect ratio and data flow structure, Fig. A.1. The green color represents 

the good routing results in the design. The yellow color is of concern in the design but as 

expected, those areas are due to the access to the custom arrays which are pre-placed. Thus, 

routings are not expected to change at these interfaces. The other colors, purple, also represents 

concern in the design because those vertical lines are pre-placed and customized with clock 

sector buffers placement. And thus, these columns are also expected to be highly densed.  

 

Fig. A.1: Vertical wiring solution. 
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Fig. A.2: Horizontal wiring solution 

A2.2 Horizontal Wiring Congestion 

As oppose to vertical wiring congestion, in L2 cache design, horizontal congestion is of a 

concern due to aspec ration. As Fig. A.2 suggests, the test case see a fairly good number of 

places with higher horizontal wiring congestion, specially at array interface areas. Designers 

need to analyze the congestions at these areas and look at the routing resources available and 

make sure noise is not of a concern due to high congestion. Several technique such as wire traits, 

pre-placement of logic gates can be implemented in order to close timing on critical wiring areas 

as explain in section 5.3. 

As previously stated, to make timing on these critical long horizontal wires, the following 

techniques were followed during routing the routing of L2 cache unit.  

1) Keep wire delay low by using fat wires and redundant VIAs by reducing resistance. 

2) Keep wire capacitance low by placing critical logic together and increase spacing from 

the adjacent aggressor wires. Also, route critical nets adjacent to wires that have different 

timing window or static signals such as power and ground. 
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3) Remove any dangling wires especially for multi fan out logic cones or share wires 

wherever congestion.  

A3 Routing Analysis 

Fig. A.3 and A.4 give us some statistical data about routing the L2 Cache unit. The more 

congested the design is, the more iterations are taken by the router to complete the job. And of 

course, the routing or compute time goes-up with the congestion of the design. Both routing and 

post-routing tool try to fix the DRC rules after initial routing and try to fix all during detail 

routing (droute). Fig. A.3 is an example of how router was able to connect all nets but left 1440 

DRC violations in the design. 

As circuit designers carefully evaluate the routing of the macros for better timing and 

congestion, it is highly relevant that the statistics of congested area is analyzed. As seen in Fig. 

A.4, most of the congested nets are in 40-60% area, while only about 380 nets are above 100% 

congested area. With these statistics, the routing for this unit does not look bad during congestion 

estimation. When it comes to incremental routings to fix noise and congestion, router see these 

numbers easily fixable. 
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Fig. A.3: Routing iteration to fix design violation. 
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Fig. A.4: Congestion data in L2 cache unit. 
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A4 Distribution of Gate Array (GA) Cells 

Another component of physical design is to look forward and plan on future design 

changes once the macro is built. These changes involve addition of new logic, change of existing 

logic, circuit design violation fixes etc. Circuit design part includes changes such as: addition of 

buffers, increasing drive strength, change logic topology to make timing, allocate better wire 

resources etc. With the future changes in mind, synthesis methodology would allow designers to 

add Engineering Change Order (ECO) gates which is also called Gate Array (GA) cells in the 

design, Fig. A5, so that during the automatic or manual ECO process, these GA cells could be 

used to implement desired changes in the design. These GA cells are laid out in such a way that 

they could be converted easily into basic functions such as inverter, NAND, NOR, AOI etc. 

Also, there are several sizes available in the design so that different strength of functional gates 

can be made from these GA cells. As far as location goes, synthesis tool place function gates first 

and fill out rest with GA cell even though there is another algorithm available to evenly 

distribute minimum % of GA cell all over the design and rest are in empty areas. Similar to GA 

cell, empty space is also filled with decoupling capacitors to compensate the droop in the design. 

 

Fig. A.5: Distribution of GA cell after synthesis. 
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Fig. A.6: Distribution of negative slack in synthesis. 

A5 Slack Distribution 

Synthesis has an ability to write out the slack information in a pictorial view. Designer 

can easily open the output file, Fig. A6, and look at the most timing critical places and visually 

inspect them. They can look at these places where most of the negative/positive slacks are and 

can take advantages of logic and placement optimization. 

A6 Post Routing Statistical Data 

The uses of post-routing tool (Rapids) has been discussed in Chapter 6. This tool is 

basically used after routing the macro to fix the electrical violations such as slew, slack and some 

DRC (Design Rule Check). This tool does not move around and rip-off placed gates rather it 

work on changing the drive strength so that delay on critical paths are optimized. Some cases, 

tool does re-route some scenic paths to make it straight on all routing layers. Fig. A.7 shows a 

statistical data that was produced during ‘Rapids’ run on L2 cache units. Last column of the data 

shows % improve on several matric. For example: in this exercise, late mode L2L worst slack 
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(Latch to Latch) improves by ~20% and FOM (Figure Of Merit) changes by ~3%. This tool also 

work on power optimization because it can swap gates with low power when drive strength is 

needed.  

 

Fig. A.7: Post routing tool improvement statistics. 


